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Introductory
5ome years ago, we established in our offices here at Louisiana, Mo., a Special

Service Department in which we gathered together, trained, practical,' scientific

lorticulture experts, our attempt being to combine the scientific and the prac-

lical. The vastly increased service rendered by this Department is ample evidence

Df its unqualified success.

n this book, we have recorded, as tar as possible, our own pracucai experience

)f four generations, combined with the results of experiments, tests and research

vork carried on throughout this and other countries.

The evolution of horticulture and the rapid progress made in recent years, par-

icularly in spraying, has outstripped all available publications, and it is our en-

leavor to offer to the fruit growers, horticulturists and others interested in fruit

:ulture, the only book containing the latest, most up-to-date information on

irchard culture and orchard methods. We have endeavored to treat each sub'

ect in an easy-to-understand manner, in its logical order, beginning when the

rees are selected and planted, and taking up various problems that the fruit

grower will meet, even advising the most satisfactory and most profitable

n'^'thods of marketing the fruit.

Dur Special Service Department includes men of wide experience—men who
ire experts in’ orchard and nursery work. These men will gladly assist you in

solving your problems. This service is

given free and without obligation. All

literature issued by this Department,
including bulletins. Year Books, and vari-

ous treatises on horticulture, will be for-

warded free upon request.

Stark Bros. Nurseries & Orchards Co.
have been growing trees since 1815—
nearly a century of experience. In our
files and archives we have stored away
a vast amount of horticultural knowledge
and much has been handed down from
father to son for over a century. From
a small beginning, we have grown and
prospered until Stark Bros, have the
largest and most complete nurser estab-

lishment m the world.

The Stark Method of Paclsmg

stark Packing Method.
Jox lined with heavy paper-protection from
trying. Moist fibre and moss around roots.

The packing methods, originated by us

absolutely insure safe arrival of stock.

If there were a better way to pack trees,

we would pack that way, but experience
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has shown that the Stark method is best. We use strong, durable boxes, lined witl

heavy paper and all trees are packed in damp fiber and moss.

We annually ship large quantities of stock to foreign countries—Australia, India
i

New Zealand, Alaska, Korea, China, South America, Europe, etc. The Star!
]

method always stands the test, even across the Equator, and these trees ar I

planted with entire success. !

Growing Quality Trees i

From the very beginning our life work has been to upbuild the great science o
horticulture. We have been pioneers in advocating the planting of proven
high quality varieties of fruit and better fruit trees. We have found by pracd

itcai experience that in growing the different kinds of trees, different soils anc ^

different climatic conditions are required to grow them to the highest degree o

perfection. To this end, we have established branch nurseries in many differen f

states throughout the country, growing at each nursery, the kind of trees bes

adapted to that particular soil and climate. '

By following this policy, we are able to offer to the planters of America the .

best trees that can possibly be grown by up-to-date nursery science and rnoderr *

methods. Stark Trees are propagated only from whole root stocks, madci
from best American and French seedlings. Trees grown in this way make
long-lived, vigorous orchard trees. No matter where you buy your trees,

accept nothing but whole root trees.

“Grow the best trees that can be grown, sell them at a fair price and satisfy every

customer,” that’s the one Stark policy—the foundation on which our success

has been built. Good trees, trees that live and grow and bear good fruit, sold^

at an honest price have made us friends and customers by the tens of thousands

STARK BROS. NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO.
Louisiana, Missouri, U. S. A.

View of Stark Bros. Nurseries, at Louisiana, Mo.

> portion of Stark Bros. Nurserymen, whose practical experience, research work and tests,

have made possible the publication of the Stark Orchard and Spray Book



Book 1.

Planting and Growing Orchards

;Jrowing of Quality Fruits

I

One of the most important points to

insider in planting an orchard is the

lection of varieties. The apple-con-

1 iming public appreciates quality in

!
uit and is willing to pay for it. Con-

i
tmers will not accept such poor sorts

Ben Davis, Missouri Pippin, etc., but

1 miand high quality varieties, like Stark

elicious, Stayman Winesap, Stark King

avid, Jonathan, etc. When Ben Davis

; ill not pay for the picking, the qual-

j Y sorts command high prices on the

; arket. The fact that practically all new
-chards are being set to these quality

irieties is overwhelming proof that pro-

fessive orchardists realize the import-

ice of selecting high quality varieties.

When to Plant
Fall planting is advisable where the

/inters are not extremely severe. Some

::
the advantages of fall planting are:

< ''st, it is a convenient time—generally

: :s work on the farm and in the orch-

id ;seco?icZ, the tree heals the cut roots,

’Tablishes itself and is ready to start

lowth early in the spring, thus ac-

1 iring strength to withstand summer

^
oughts ; third, the buyer gets the pick

I the nursery trees and does not run

3 risk of the supply of any of the de-

ed varieties being exhausted.

Stock planted in the spring should be

I ; out early. If you decide, after buy-

i ; trees in fall, not to plant until spring,

in the trees (see page 8 for direc-

<ns). jLiiis, It well done, will keep

lim in perfect condition.

Planting season is not regulated by
date or by planter’s location, but by

condition of stock to be planted. Stark

Bros, method of growing, packing, and
shipping trees assures arrival in proper

planting condition. We annually ship

thousands of trees to planters in the

South, weeks after their spring has

opened and these trees are planted with

entire success.

“It has been our experience that a fall-

planted tree does at least fifty per cent bet-
ter the first year than one that has been
planted in the spring.”—C. A. McCue, Horti-
culturist, Del. Agri. Exp. Station.

“Over a large part of this country fall-

planting is practicable. The ground is usu-
ally in better condition and the wounds on
the roots heal and rootlets are formed ready
for growth at the first impulse uf .spring. If

planting cannot be done in the fall for any
reason get the trees and heel them in until

early spring, then they will be on hand just

when they are needed.”—Prof. H. E. Van De-
man, ex-United States Pomologist.

‘For mild climates I much prefer fall-

planting. Where climate is too rigorous for

fall-planting, I prefer to get mj' trees in the
fall and heel them in for spring planting.”—
F- Walden, Editor “Ranch.”

Age of Trees
The age of an apple tree to plant is largely

a matter of choice vath the individual grower.

Many large commercial planters prefer a

one-year old tree because it costs less. There

is also the added attraction to many orchard-

ists of being able to train the tree to suit

their indiwdual taste.

For the man who is going to plant only a

small orchard or a few trees, the two-year

old trees vdll probably be the best as they

are trained in the ' nursery and have the

framework of a successful tree already

started. Stark Experts have made a national
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reputation in training well-balanced orchard

trees.

There is very little difference in the time

required to bring them into bearing. The

one-year tree vull bear practically as soon as

the two-year tree planted at the same time.

“Acclimated” Trees

There is a mistaken idea prevalent in some

sections that, for best results, nursery trees

should be used that are grown in the locality

in which the orchard is to be planted. Tests

and careful observations covering half a

century have proven this claim utterly with-

out foundation. We grow trees in many

different sections in different soils and undei*

different conditions. This is not done, how-

ever, in order to furnish trees for any par-

ticular locality. We grow nursery stock

where we have learned we can produce the

best trees of certain kinds. This is the im-

portant point.

A tree grown where conditions are right

for its production; where it can be produced

with a good system of roots, with \dgor and

health, can be transplanted successfully in

any locality east, west, north or south.

Prepared, as we are, to grow in our branch

nurseries in different parts of the country,

every kind of nursery stock where conditions

are just right, we are enabled to offer to the

planters of every community the kind of

trees and plants that we believe are the best

of their type. For example, all of our apple

trees are grown in the famous apple section

of the Ozark Mountain Region, which we
found after many years of trial to grow the

strongest rooted and most vigorous apple

trees in the U. S. So it is with all the other

fruit trees—we grow each kind in the section

where they can be produced to their highest

state of perfection. Our grapes are grown

at our branch plant in the famous Lake Eri

Chautauqua Grape Belt, our pear at Dan
ville, N. Y., peach at Louisiana, Mo., etc.

Prof. S. C. Sears, M. S., of the Massach
setts Agricultural College, in his widely-re£

book “Productive Orcharding,” says wil

.

reference to buying nursery stock in the 1

cality where the orchard is located: “T1

argument of ‘acclimated nursery stock’ hi

certainly been overworked. Apparently tl

tree has the ability during the first growir

season to entirely adapt itself to the ne

surroundings. The writer is fully convince

of the fact that it makes little or no differenc

where the tree was grown, so far as climat

conditions are concerned. What does make
difference is having good thrifty stock.’’'

Prof. F. A. Waugh in his well-knov

book “The American Apple Orchard,” say

“If the tree is sound, well grown, free froi

disease, well kept, and otherwise in goc

physical condition it is a safe tree to plan

Any inquiries as to its place of origin ai

hardly worth while.”

D. E. Bingham of Door Co., Wise., former preside

of Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, a man w!

has devoted all of his life to raising apples and cherri

in Wisconsin, in his lecture at the state meeting a fe

days ago said: “Give me a two-year-old tree five

six foot and I do not care where it is grown. We ha

65,000 trees in our County from below what we c;

the blizzard line.”—Peter S. Temby.

Trees grown in our nurseries here i
|

Missouri have for years been successful!^

planted far south—even in Mexico, Centr;

:

America and South America. In the ft

north—even to the northern fruit limit (

Canada; in the west—southern, central an

northern California, Oregon, Washingtoi

etc.; in the east—New England and th

entire Atlantic Coast Country; in Chin;

Japan, Australia, India. They succeed in a

these localities and under these entirely di:

ferent conditions. This point has been s

thoroughly proven by so many planters tha

there can be no room for argument.
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Orchard Lands
Site. As a rule, roiling or gently slop-

I
land is best for the orchard. This

I mres good air drainage. Avoid “pock-

because cold air, being heavier than

irm air, will sink into the pockets and

1 crease the danger of frost injury.

Soils. In general, any good farm soil

all right for fruit growing. Avoid

•t spots; a good, deep, well-drained

; 1 is preferable. The various fruits

: 3w a preference for certain types, al-

: 3ugh they will thrive on widely va-

I d soils. For instance, the apple will

, :ceed on a light, sandy loam, but it

11 also produce excellent crops on

; avy clay soils. But, as a rule, apple

: es best on a medium soil—neither too

?ht nor too heavy.

ji Humus is one of the most important

: istituents of soils. It dissolves the

neral plant foods and makes them
ailable to the plant roots and also in-

cases water-holding capacity of the soil,

anus consists of decayed organic mat-

', such as rotted leaves and manure,

>wed under cover crops, etc., and it

I itains important plant foods. The
lintenance of the humus supply in

Is is absolutely necessary if profitable

•ps are grown. (See page 25 under

ver Crops for best methods of main-

ning humus supply.)

I
The three general classes of soils are:

; Light (Sandy) soils; 2, Medium
loamy) soils; and 3, Heavy (Clay)

' Is.

'The management of sandy soils is

gely a matter of maintaining the hu-

is content. These soils are liable to

: “burnt out”, but this can be pre-

ited or remedied by plowing under

"^er crops or stable manure. A^sandy
1 usually produces fruit of high color.

I'lese soils dry out very quickly, thus

allowing cultivation soon after rains and

very early in the spring.
^

Loamy soils as a rule are best adapted

for growing all kinds of fruits. They
are the easiest to handle and keep fer-

tile. Generally, they have sufficient of

the necessary mineral elements, hence

rarely require commercial fertilizers. On
rich soils the wood growth of the trees

is liable to continue late into the fall,

therefore, cultivation should be stopped

soon enough to allow the wood to ma-

ture before severe weather.

Clay soils are the most difficult to

handle. They must be plowed and cul-

tivated at just the right time. If plowed

too wet, they are liable to “puddle”,

forming big clods; if allowed to get too

dry, they will bake. Maintaining a suf-

ficient amount of humus, by the use of

cover crops and manure, in connection

with frequent cultivations, is the key to

the successful operation of clay soils.

When soils bake a large amount of

soil moisture is lost by evaporation,

therefore, the crust should be broken

very soon after each rain. Try to main-

tain a fine dust mulch about three or

four inches deep, by constant cvdtiva-

tion. This method of management will

conserve the moisture. Plow deeply and

harrow thoroughly. Frequent cultiva-

tion is the secret of moisture conserva-

tion. (See page 24 for details of culti-

vation.)

Drainage. Low, wet land is not

adapted to fruit growing. Provide suffi-

cient surface drainage to carry off ex-

cess water. Tile drains are often desir-

able and will greatly benefit the orch-

ard and especially heavy, wet, clay soils.

Arrival of Trees
As soon as the trees arrive, unpack

immediately, carefully shaking out all

7
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packing; if possible, plant at once. How-
ever, if they arrive during frosty weath-

er, place them unopened in a cool, dry

cellar, but free from frost. When the

weather moderates, unpack as above.

Don’t expose roots to sun, air, wind, or

frost.

If planting is to be made within a

short time, trees can be left in the box

in a cool place away from the sun.

If the trees have been miscarried or

delayed in shipment and have become

badly shriveled, bury them in moist

earth and pour on water, keeping them

wet for a few days. When the trees

have become plump and fresh, plant at

once.

Heeling In. If ground is not ready to

plant when trees arrive, unpack and heel

in. A good plan which many fruit

growers prefer is to order stock in fall

and heel in until the next spring, when
the trees will be in good condition and

will be on hand when you are ready to

plant. When heeling in, choose fine,

loose soil, in a well-drained location,

preferably on a ridge. Dig a trench two

feet deep, throwing dirt forward so as

to make a sloping bank, on which lay

the trees slanting, with roots in trench.

Be sure to cut the bundles open, shake

out all the packing and lay trees in

Heeling: in Trees.

A layer of trees heeled in. starting second
layer. Taken directly from box—no exposure.

thin layers. Then throw a layer of d

on the roots and on the whole length
j

trees to the very tips. Work the soil
;

well around the roots and tops, packi
1

1

the dirt firmly. Removal of this sc

(trench) forms another trench paral

to the first, which in turn is filled wi

trees and covered wUh dirt. Add
many layers as necessary to dispose

ail the trees, with dirt between ea

layer. Do not be afraid of putting

too much dirt. Smooth the side so as

turn off water and dig trenches entire

around the mound, allowing for a dit

to carry off the surface water. Cov

the mound with dead leaves or eve

green boughs to prevent the alterna

freezing and thawing of winter.

Varieties can be kept separate 1

'

stakes which should project above pile

trees.

Planting
Preparing the Land. The best prep

ration of land for planting trees Is

plow under a heavy coating of manui

the fall before planting. Plow deepb,

but do not turn up much of the su i

soil. If the soil seems to need furtlr

treatment, at planting time, a good thcj

ough discing will probably be sufficiei I'j

The ground should be prepared just l(

well as for a farm crop. (For use ji

dynamite for tree planting see page R t

Planting Plans, The question of plai'l*

ing plans must be determined by t^

grower. We give the merits and t
’

faults of the two main plans as we ha*

found them.

These plans are: first, the square pla*

second, the triangular (also called he'

agonal) plan. '

The square plan has been used large'

in the past. Its advantages are: fiTV

easy to lay out; second, well adapted '

8
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Square Plan. Triangular (Hexagonal) Plan.

rcle indicates position of permanent trees. Trees same distance apart; takes 15 per cent
‘F” indicates filler trees. more trees than square plan.

1 e use of fillers
;
third, ease of cultiva-

iin. Its main disadvantage is that it is

, >t an economical use of ground (15%
' ore trees can be planted by triangular

an than by square plan). Where fill-

s are used, the square plan is simpler.

’ ant fillers in center of each square,

iee diagram.) In this way you have

i e same number of fillers as perma-

nts.

‘'The “triangular plan,” which is being

H’gely used by commercial planters and

blows more trees to the acre than the

{ uare plan, is explained by diagram

1 ove. In the middle row the trees

: e opposite the spaces of the adja-

f nt rows. Thus there is no unused

>[ ace in the center as there is in the

; uare plan. The main advantage of

: e triangular method is economy of

id. Also, it permits cultivation or

igation in three directions. Uses same

’.mber of fillers as permanents, but the

I

lers are closer to permanents, and will

|!
iwd more quickly than in the square

pthod. We advise the use of the tri-

I gular plan.

bR.ule. To find the number of trees or

! mts required to the acre when planted

I
the square plan, multiply the sides

) the square or rectangle together. Di-

the product into 43,660 (which is

[:e number of square feet in one acre).

For example:

(Trees to be planted 30 feet apart.)

30X30=900.
43,560^900=49, number of trees per

acre by the square plan.

To find number of trees when planted

at the same distance by the triangular

plan, add 15% to the number required

by the square plan.

15% of 49=7.

49+7=56, number of trees to the acre

w'hen planted by the triangular plan, 30

feet apart.

The following table will give number
of trees per acre when set at different

distances :

Planting Distance
Number of

Trees to the Acre.

Square Triangula*
Plan Plan

40 feet apart 31
35 feet apart 35 40

33 feet apart 40 46
30 feet apart 49 56

27 feet apart 60 69

24 feet apart 76 88
22 feet apart 104
20 feet apart 126
18 feet apart 155
15 feet apart 225
12 feet apart 349

10 feet apart 502
8 feet apart 783
6 feet apart 1,392

6 feet apart 2,006

4 feet apart ....... 3,184

9
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Distance Apart. Planting distance will

vary in different localities and under

different climatic and soil conditions.

Some varieties should be planted closer

than others. Orchards on very strong

soil should be slightly farther apart than

on medium soil. If the orchardist wishes

to set trees closer than we advise, he

can do so, if he will keep trees well

pruned in.

Proper distances to plant are as fol-

lows:

Apple: 24 to 33 ft. apart. We advise

30 feet as being the most satisfactory.

Apricot: 16 to 20 feet apart.

Asparagus: 1 to 2 feet between plants,

in rows 3 to feet apart.

Blackberries : 3 to 4 feet between

plants, in rows 6 to 8 feet apart.

Cherry: (Sour sorts) 16 to 20 feet

apart.

Cherry: (Sweet sorts) 20 to 27 feet

apart.

Currant: 4 feet between plants, in

rows 5 feet apart.

Gooseberries: 4 feet between plants,

in rows 5 feet apart.

Grape: 8 to 10 feet apart, or 8 feet

apart in row, with rows 10 to 12 feet

apart.

Hedge Plants; 1 to 2 feet apart. (To

get a thick hedge quickly, plant two

rows 10 inches apart, with plants alter-

nating—that is, no two plants opposite.)

Mulberries: 22 to 28 feet apart.

Pecan: 35 to 40 feet apart.

Peach: 16 to 20 feet apart.

Pear, Standard: 20 to 27 feet apart.

Pear, Dwarf: 10 to 16 feet apart.

Plum: 15 to 20 feet apart. (On rich

soil Japanese sorts should be planted at

least 20 feet apart.

Quince: 10 to 16 feet apart.

Raspberries: (Black) 3 feet between

plants, in rows 6 to 8 feet apart.

Raspberries: (Red) 3 feet betwe
plants, in rows 5 to 6 feet apart.

Rhubarb: 3 feet between plants,

rows 4 feet apart.

Roses: 2 to 2Vo feet apart.

Walnut: 35 to 40 feet apart.

Pollination : Do not plant solid blo(

;

of a single variety. In order to assi

cross-pollination of the blossoms, do r

plant more than four rows of any oi

variety in a solid block—that is, pla

four rows of one variety, then four ro’

of another variety, etc. (For full deta

on pollination, see page 29.)

For commercial orchards, we advi

that only three or four varieties of wi

ter apples be planted in a single orchar

Fillers. The practice of planting fi

ers in the orchard is strongly advised
'

leading authorities and practical orchai

ists. Fillers are earl}^ bearing and dwai'

ish-growing varieties of apple, cheri

peach trees, etc., which are planted

tween the row^s of the permanent tre^

The profits from the fillers will ve

often pay for the orchard before it

necessary to remove the fillers. T

:

use of fillers allows the orchardist

get quick returns, and will furnish wor I

ing capital to care for the orchard un|

the permanent trees come into beariri

Also, the high price of land in certai

sections makes the grower consider he*

he can get the greatest profits from
|

small acreage. (See diagram, page, 9.
|

indicates position of filler.) I

The only objection to the use of fi
|

ers is that many growers v/ill not c
j

them out in time. They must be ri

moved before they begin to crowd t

j

permanent trees. Young bearing vari!

ties of apples are especially advised i

fillers. This does not mean that tbif

are short-lived, because they are equal

as good when used as permanent tre<
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8 Varieties recommended for fillers:

; Stark King David (one of the best),

''! Wealthy, Liveland Raspberry, Wilson

I Red June, Summer Champion, Yellow

;
Transparent, Duchess, Black Ben, Mcln-

1
tosh Red, Rome Beauty, Grimes Golden,

Jonathan, Wagener.

Cherries also make excellent fillers.

They are hardy and bear very young,

are always in demand on the market and

ij produce big profits. Varieties which

I grow medium size in tree, such as Mont-
** morency, Suda Hardy and Dyehouse, are

well adapted for fillers.
II

(: Many large commercial growers pay

>,I for their apple orchards by growing

ijj peach fillers. The peaclies begin to bear

[|
very early, and are ready to remove be-

fore they crowd the apples.
l’’

)\i
Intercropping. Intercropping young

i,i. orchards with small fruits is recommend-

\
ed. Currants, gooseberries, raspberries,

liiiiand blackberries are all excellent for this

[jj

. purpose. These can be grown in between

!|j|
the rows even when fillers are used.

I Other cultivated cropS; such as potatoes,

ll

can also be grown.

B Do not grow, in the orchard, crops like

;

timothy or grain. They will rob the

soil of plant foods, and will return

nothing to it; also, they use up large

quantities of moisture.

Crops, such as clover, cowpeas, vetch

and rye, are veiy beneficial when grown

in the orchard as cover crops and plowed

under. (See page 25.)

Laying Out the Orchard. The rows

should be straight and correctly spaced,

not only on account of the appearance,

but to make the orchard operations eas-

ier. There are numerous ways of lay-

ing out the orchard, and the planter will

have to determine the one best adapted

and most practical for his conditions.

In planting by the square plan^ the

ends and sides of the field are staked off

at intervals equal to distance between

trees. Then, deep furrows should be

plowed from stakes on one end to cor-

responding stakes on the other end.

Then, plow furrows across the field be-

tween corresponding stakes on the sides.

Wherever the furrows intersect is the

position for a tree. This saves time by

helping to dig the holes. To assist the

man with the plow, stakes should be set

in line between the end stakes. By
sighting along these stakes the line can

be kept fairly straight.

I

Inter Crops—Berries Between Rows.
i Nine rows of berries netted the grower $510.00. Growing small fruits between the rows while
' trees are young produces big profits—often paying for the orchard.

,! u
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Another method especially applicable

to small orchards is the wire method.

Stakes are set on opposite ends of the

field at intervals equal to distance be-

tween rows, beginning at the desired dis-

tance from the fence, usually 15 to 20

feet. Then, a v/ire is stretched across

the field between corresponding stakes.

The wire can be marked by pieces of

small wire wrapped and soldered to pre-

vent slipping—these markers to be at

intervals along the wire equal to the

distances between trees. Set stakes at

point indicated by the markers. After

staking one row, move to the next, and

so on.

In setting trees by the triangular

plan, stake the ends of the field at in-

tervals equal to distance between rows,

which will be less than the distance be-

tween trees (see diagram, page 9, for

explanation). See following table for

approximate distances. For example,

when trees are 30 feet apart, the rows

will be 26 feet wide.

Triangular Plan—Width of Rows
Distance Between Trees Distance Between Rows

S3 ft. corresponds to 28 ft. 7 inches.

30 ft. corresponds to 26 ft.

27 ft. corresponds to 23 ft. 3 inches.

24 ft. corresponds to 20 ft. 9 inches.

22 ft. corresponds to 19 ft.

20 ft. corresponds to 17 ft. 4 inches.

18 ft. corresponds to 15 ft. 8 ^inches.

15 ft. corresponds to 13 ft.

Lay off the rows with a plow, or use

a wire. After staking the first row,

measure along the row half the distance

between the first and second stakes.

Mark this point and place a stake in the

second row exactly ojyposite. (In order

to get the exact point in the second row,

u.se the wire triangle method described

in the following paragraph.) This is the

position for the first tree of the second

row. Then, stake the rest of the row at «'

the required intervals. The third row
and all odd numbered rows will corres-

pond to the first row ; ail even num-
bered rows will correspond to the sec-

ond row.

Another method for locating position

for trees in the triangular plan is as fol-

lows: Make a triangle of heavy wire,

each si^e of which is the same length as

the distance between trees. Each cor-

ner of the triangle is formed by an iron

ring. Stake the first row at intervals

equal to distance between the krees. To
get the position of the first stake in the

second row, three men take the wire tri- ^

angle, each man at one corner, and two

of them with their rings held at the

first and second stakes in the first row :

enable the third man, by pulling the :

wires taut, to locate the first tree in the

second row. Moving to the second and
;

third stakes of the first row, he locates, !

by means of the triangle, the second i

stake in the second row, and so on across

the field.

Digging the Holes. The land should

be well loosened and smooth on the sur-

face. Dig the Ip ' s large enough to re-
|

ceive the roots easily, without crowding ;

or bending. In digging the holes, keep

the 'top soil separate from the bottom

soil.

Dynamite is used for blowing the holes

in tree planting and gives excellent re-

sults. For detailed directions on the use i

of dynamite see page 13.

Distributing Trees, When distribut- i

ing the tree in field, keep the roots pro-
|

tected from drying by covering with wet

cloth, or packing. One good method

which has been used with excellent suc-

cess is the following: Place a large tank

or barrel o“ a wagon, put in the trees

with enough water or very thin mud in

12
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the bottom to protect roots from dry-

. ing. The man driving can trim the

roots and hand to the planters.

Pruning the Roots. Root pruning is an

essential to best results in planting trees.

This consists in trimming off the broken

and bruised ends. Any long, slender

roots should be cut back to about 8

inches. Make a slanting cut with a

sharp knife, cutting from the under side

so the cut surface will rest against the

soil. Cut off the ends of any bruised

roots and trim off any dry, fibrous roots.

A careful pruning of the roots tends to

prevent “root rot” a disease responsible

for the loss of many young trees in cer-

tain sections of the South.

Placing the Trees. In places where

there are strong winds, orchardists fol-

low the practice of leaning the tree

slightly toward the direction of the pre-

vailing wind. Leaning the tree toward

the southwest enables it to stand up

against the wind and protects it from

sunscald. However, it is j:>robably not

necessary to lean the tree if the heavy

side is planted toward the wind. To
determine the heavy side of a tree, bal-

ance in the hand, and the side which

! settles next the hand is the heavy side.

Plant the heavy side toward the pre-

: vailing wind.

In planting, one man should hold the

tree in position, firming the dirt which
the other man throws in the hole. Plant

' the tree an inch deeper than in the nurs-

ery row. The dark ring on the base of

trunk shows the depth the tree stood in

the nursery. If the soil is one which
dries out quickly, plant two inches

deeper. Dwarf pear, however, should be

planted five to six inches deeper than

i they stood in the nursery.

I Never crowd or bend the roots. Firm-
I ing the dirt around the roots is of great

importance. Lack of firming is largely

responsible for the failure of many trees

to live. Holding the tree in position,

throw in some of the best top soil and
work in well around the roots. Leave
no air pockets. Tramp and pound the

soil in hard until the hole is three-quar-

ters full. At this point, if the soil is

very dry, it will be beneficial to add sev-

eral gallons of water. Let the water

sink in, then, fill up the hole with loose

dirt, but do not tramp after watering.

Be sure that the top two or three inches of

soil consists of loose, untramped soil,

which will serve as a mulch and prevent

excess evaporation. Some growers place

well-rotted manure around the base of

the tree after planting. This acts as a.

mulch and also furnishes plant food for

the tree. Do not place manure in direct

contact w'ith the trunk, and never put

it in the hole, because it will make air

pockets and cause the roots to dry out.

Just as soon as the trees are planted,

make a careful map or record of your

orchard, numbering the rows and trees, so

that, in after years, you can locate all of

the different varieties. Immediately after

making your record, remove all labels

from the trees. If allowed to remain on

the trees, the wire will cut into the

growing branch and, eventually, cause it

to break off.

Dynamiting
for Tree Planting

When Is It Necessary?

Mlien your soil has a subsoil of hard pan,

or is a very dense heavy clay, or a dense

gravelly formation dynamite will be bene-

ficial. On the great majority of soils, how-

ever, it is not necessary to use dynamite.

Many people have the mistaken idea that it

is necessary to use dynamite before planting

IS
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on any soil, and often delay the planting of

their trees until they can get the holes

dynamited. This is incorrect. Unless your

soil has a heavy hardpan or a very dense

sub-soil, you do not have to use dynamite.

Furthermore the cost is quite an item. Of

course, it will do no harm on any soil, if

properly done, and some people prefer to

use it whether it is needed or not. Caution.

If you use dynamite be sure that the soil is

not too wet—it has a bad effect on wet soils.

“'Also dynamite is used v/ith good results

on old trees which have begun to bear

smaller, less valuable crops. Explosions of

several light charges at intervals around the

tree—about seven to fifteen feet from the

trunk—will loosen up the roots and give

the tree more vigor. About four charges

equally distributed about each tree is gen-

erally sufficient. Charges should be placed

13^ to 3 feet deep, using a half stick of 20%
dynamite. Do not explode the charge di-

rectly under the tree.

Missouri Authority
Advises Inter-Cropping

Columbia, Mo.
Department of Horticulture,

University of Missouri.

My Dear Mr. Stark:

There never was a time when orchardists could

put out an orchard with as fine an outlook for

profits as now. The man who plants good trees

of the right varieties and gives them good care

will make splendid profits. I am urging owners

of land to plant orchards and to plant this

spring, because the opportunity for growing war
crops between the tree rows and thus giving the

trees splendid cultivation means that the orchard

will be brought into bearing and the land will be

made to produce good profits until the trees be-

gin to bear, then the bearing orchard will make
the land several hundred per cent more valuable

than before the trees were planted. It is for

these reasons that I say plant orchards now.

'Well sprayed, well pruned and v/ell managed, an
orchard yields the most profitable crop of any
farm product.

I believe it is the proper commercial plan to

grow some cultivated crop in young orchards. It

insures better care of and attention to the trees
’||

by paying for the work before the trees yielc
|1

profits, by making the worker see them often

while he is handling the crop and insures bettei Ip

soil conditions by the cultivation and any ferti
‘

lizer applied to the companion crop. The young
j,,

orchard must have tillage of the entire area

tilling a companion crop with it kills two bird'
*

with one stone. This is war economy. The trees

use very little soil or room until they reach bear

ing age and about as much can be grown on the
°

land as could be if they were not there. Where f
a man is to grow a tilled crop, he can just as

well have the trees on the land, growing into a i?

valuable asset. f
Some of the crops to grow are as follows:

|
Corn is perhaps the most general crop. It needs

the same kind of tillage as the trees. If the;'j

soil is rich enough for a good corn crop the corn
|

will not injure the trees unless a hill of corn |>

actually leans on and shades a tree. Corn is Sf

needed in unlimited quantity and fills a definite!'

need. No danger of getting a surplus in any’

sized orchard. On new land it helps to shade [;

down sprouts. Corn should not be grown too :|!

close to the trees where the soil is weak.
3

Low growing crops, like potatoes, sweet pota-|

toes, tomatoes, cabbage, melons, cantaloupes, !

etc. ,
may be grown where the orchard is not too 1;

large or where there is a good vegetable market.;!

These low plants do not shade or compete with T

the trees. As large a crop may be grown as if I

the trees were not there. f

Navy beans, soy beans, cow peas, or in the -

South, peanuts may be grown, and even improve 'I

the soil for the trees. On new land they help

shade down sprouts. They are much needed war
;j

crops. ''

Rye or winter vetch may be used for a fall, »

winter and spring cover crop, where winter pas-

ture is needed for poultry, pigs or small stock.

These crops should be turned under in spring and '

add plant fiber to the soil.

On the experiment station grounds, in 1917, ,

navy beans in the young orchard yielded 20

bushels per acre at $9.00 per bushel, or $180.00
,

per acre. Most of the tillage and weed killing

was done by discing and harrowing the ground

before the beans were planted in late June. After

the beaus were in they needed but little tillage.

Soy beans in another plot of the orchard yielded

30 bushels per acre at $3.00 per bushel, or $90.00

per acre for the seed (besides the vines had a

forage value).

Tepri and some of the high yielding and high

priced beans yielded over $300 per acre, net,

after paying for cultivation of trees as w’ell as

the crop. This is exceptional but shows the y
possibilities with valuable crops. I

14
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- A former student bought 40 acres of land 16

years ago. He planted 20 acres to orchard and

has rented the other 20 as pasture. He worked

on salary and hired all work done. He grew

similar crops between the trees, with the addi-

tion of some strawberries. At the end of eight

years the place had paid for growing the orchard

fl! and 12 per cent per acre profit on his investment,

j

The orchard has been in bearing eight years

I

and has netted between $1,500 and $2,000 each

^ year for the crop. This year the crop brought

$3,600, over $2,000 of which was net profit, with

i. all labor hired.

I

J. C. WHITTEN, Dean of Horticulture.

j(
Orchards Need Care—So

Does Corn
The man who makes up his mind to plant

an orchard, no matter what size, should at

i I the same time decide that he will take care

|i of it just as he does his other farm crops.

i‘. An orchard that is not cared for is never

U satisfactory and it never brings the profit

i; that it should, but the home orchard given

intelligent care will be found a wonderful

« source of profit, as well as pleasure, and no

ii;: farm is complete without one.

Here is a list of varieties that we recom-

n mend for the home, local market and com-

II mercial orchard. This list wall succeed in

;f most all sections, but in the extreme north

ji and far south we suggest that you write us

for further advice before selecting the kinds

i'> to plant. The sorts chosen are the best of
'

i the very best, covering the entire ripening
'

' season and are chosen for all purposes—home
consumption, local market, and for distant

y shipping. We have done the experimenting

l!i for you. We have tested these sorts care-

-I fully and observed their action in our own
i orchards, and the orchards of our customers

I: for years past.

Don’t waste your time and money trying
' to prove something that someone else has
i already proven for you. These varieties are

' named as they ripen; the earliest ripening

i kind is named first, and the others follow

|j according to their season.

Apples (in order of ripening)

Henry Clay

Liveland Easpberry

Wilson Red June

Wealthy

Jonathan

Grimes Golden (Double-Life)

Stark King David

Stayman Winesap

Stark Delicious

Paragon Winesap

Black Ben

Golden Delicious—successfully fruiting in

W. Va., Mo., Idaho—growing in practical-

ly every state in the union. No orchard

should be planted without at least a few

of this marvelous new apple. Bore heavy

crop the year after top-grafting.

Peaches (in order of ripening)

Red Bird Cling

June Elberta

Eureka

Alton

Stark Early Elberta

J. H. Hale

Elberta

Capt. Ede
Elberta Cling

Late Elberta

Mammoth Heath Cling

Krummel October

Pears (in order of ripening)

Stark Tyson

Bartlett

Lincoln

Stark Seckel

Duchess

Anjou

Kieffer

Winter Nelis

Gold Nugget

Plums (in order of ripening)

Mammoth Gold

Early Gold (Shiro)

Abundance

15
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Wild Goose, Improved

America

Lombard
Mo. G. Gage

Gold

Omaha
Damson, Freestone

Sour Cherries

Dyehonse (earliest to ripen) •

Early Richmond

Montmorency Large

Montmorency Stark

Suda Hardy (Latest)

Sweet Cherries

Black Tartarian

Stark Gold

Napoleon
Crabs

Stark Florence

Stark Gold
Apricot

Superb

Stella

Oiiince
Van Deman
Orange

Grape Vines (in order of ripening)

Stark Eclipse—Black

Moore Early—Black

Lutie—Red
Lucile—Red
Diamond—Vvhite

Worden—Black

Concord—Black

Stark Delicious—Red

Raspberries

Cumberland—Black

Cuthbert—Red
St. Regis Everbearing—Red
Cardinal—Purple

Blackberries

Early Harvest

Mersereau

Eldorado
Dewberries

Lucretia

Gooseberries
Houghton

Downing

Oregon Champion

Currants
London Market—Red
Red Cross—Red
White Grape—White

Black Naples—Black
^

The Home and Local
Market Orchard

The growing of an orchard to produce fruit

for home use, or to supply a local market is a i

different proposition from the commercial

orchard planted to supply the large city ;

market. In the latter case, only a few

varieties should be used, but the local market .

orchard is different.

We recall an orchard of about thirty acres

planted to supply the market of a central

western city of about fifty thousand people

that was very successful and profitable and

made the owner independent. The husband

was a railroad man and tiring of the work, he

purchased a run-down thirty acre farm about

three miles from town. His wife undertook

the development of a small fruit farm that
,

would, in the course of a few years, enable

him to quit the employment he disliked.

The place was first put in order, gulleys
^

filled, brush cut out and every foot of it

made ready for cultivation. Our Company
|

was then consulted as to the varieties to

plant and the methods to pursue, .^s a

result, varieties were selected from the

earliest to the latest of apples, pears, peaches,

plums, cherries, quinces, grape vines, rasp-

berries, blackberries, dewberries, currants,

gooseberries—everything.

The stock was planted in accordance with

our instructions and was cared for by the

very latest scientific methods. The small

fruits were profitable very soon and two or''

three years later the apples and other fruit

16
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trees bearing profitable crops. The place

had been put on a paying basis. To make a

long story short, we understand that this

thirty acres netted the owners $5,000.00

annual profit for the last three years, and

they sold the place this past season for

enough money to make that family inde-

pendent for all time.

A local market orchard designed and

grown according to the above plan, can

hardly fail to be profitable. With well-grown,

clean apples from the very earliest kinds on

through the late summer, early fall, late

fall, early winter and late winter seasons,

they will always find a satisfactory market.

The same is true of all the other fruits. The

market should be studied carefully and fruit

for every season of the year should be sup-

plied. The advice of men who have made
special study of varieties should be secured

and followed.

Our Special Service Department is always

ready to advise with prospective planters, to

help them in every possible manner, to give

;
planters the benefit of the Stark experience

II and observation covering one hundred years

I of orchard operation. We invite corres-

pondence for" this purpose.

In this critical time, the Government is

urging that every foot of land be utilized

and that production of food stuff be doubled

and trebled. Therefore, we advise thorough

intercropping in all orchards, the growing of

potatoes, beans, beets, corn, etc., between

the rows. In this way the intercrops wall pay

for your orchard and give you a good profit

while the orchard is growing.

Pruning

Do not neglect pruning—it is abso-

lutely essential. Prune trees while young
and later treatment will be much sim-

pler. Pruning tends to increase vigor

and fruitfulness; it allows sunlight to

get in to the tree, giving better color to

the fruit. Spraying, picking, cultivation,

and other orchard operations are made
easier by intelligent pruning.

Time to Prune. Ordinarily, the best

time to prune is during mild days in the

late winter or early spring before the

buds swell. Pruning at this time tends

to increase vigor of tree and promote

wood growth. Do not prune too se-

verely—it will cause water sprouts to

develop and will check the formation

of fruit buds.

Summer Pruning. Summer pruning

is often resorted to when the tree is

making too heavy a wood growth at

the expense of fruitfulness. A moder-

ate pruning at the height of the grow-
ing season (in June or July, depending

on the season and latitude) checks the

woo'd growth and causes the tree to

throw its strength toward the formation

of fruit buds.

Do not overdo summer pruning. Re-
move only a small amount of terminal

(end) growth, just enough to check it.

In many cases pinching back the ter-

minal buds will be sufficient. Intelli-

gent pruning will cause fruit spurs to

form along the limbs instead of only at

the ends of the branches, and the tree

will be able to carry a much heavier

load without breaking its branches.

Height of Head. Aim to produce a

well-balanced tree with a low head. A
low-headed tree is much easier and

cheaper to pick, spray, prune, and thin

than a higher-headed tree. A low-

headed tree shades the branches and

trunk, thus preventing sunscald. There

is less danger from the action of the

wind and less loss from windfalls on a

low-headed than on a high-headed tree.

Commercial planters realize the advan-

tages of low heads and practically all

trees planted now are being headed
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Pruning One-Year Apple.
Make a sloping cut just above a. strong bud.

Head apple trees low.

low. The main argument used in tlie

past against a low-headed tree was tliat

it interfered with cultivation. However,

the heiglit of head has very little to do

with this. By correct pruning a tree

can he made to grow sufficiently up-

right to permit thorough cultivation. To
make a tree grov/ upright, prune to a

hud or limh which points upward. To
make tree spread out, prune to a hud

ivhich points outward from the middle

?f tlie tree. The up-to-date orchard

cultivators permit close cultivation with-

out injury to tlie limbs.

Prof. F. A. Waugh, in “The Ameri-

can Apple Orchard,” says:

“General horticultural opinion has under-
cone a great change in recent years. It has
Ix en a chance favorable to lower heads. How
heads tend to prevent sunscald, in fact, near-
ly all the dLsorders to which tree trunks are
liable, such as borers, frost cracks, etc.”

Type of Head. There are two types

used in the forj*iation of the top of the

orchard tree. First, the leader (pyra-
|||

midal) type, which gives a high tree' in

with one central leader and many side ||i

branches. This type has been largely V
used in the past but is being rapidly

|
h

displaced by the open-head type. Sec- |S;|

ond, the open (vase-shaped) head, in
|

which the leader is removed and tlie re- |i

maining branches form a spreading tree. If!

with an open head. As a rule, the open

head is better. The breaking of any one'
|

i

branch does not cause the loss of the
Ij

whole tree. Also, the open, spreading

head facilitates picking, spraying, and
|||

other orchard operations. However, some I

few varieties produce a better shaped U

tree if the leader is left. Whatever sys- I

tem you use, be sure to keep the head
|

of the tree thinned out so as to admit

the ah’ and sunlight. I

Pruning at Planting Time. Prune the
|

top of the young tree as soon as planted
||

—not before. Many of the roots were-
|

cut off when the tree was dug, and an
j

equal proportion of the top should be'’
j

removed. (This does not apply to cherry,,^-

which requires very little pruning.) When v)

pruning, bear in mind that the various

kinds of fruit trees have different hab-^j

its .of growth. The different varieties x
|

of any one fruit also vary largely. For i|

instance, a Winesap is a very spreading,
^ |

willowy grower, and shoud be pruned ||
so as to encourage upright growth. On

j
I

the other hand, the Northern Spy andtj

Ingram are very upright and should be*|

headed back to make them spread out..|
|

Making the Cut. Use a sharp knife.|, 1

and make a smooth, slightly slanting® 1

cut. When pruning, do not leave all

snag, but cut as closely as possible with-M
out injuring the trunk or limb. In cut-^i

ting back, cut to a bud or a branch^i

which points in direction desired. Any1 it

large wounds should be painted with»i
|
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>ure white le«.d paint, mixed with pure

'aw linseed oil. This will keep out all

lisease until the wound is healed.

Pruning Apple. The one-year apple

ree usually comes from the nursery as

, single whip. Head back to a height

II eighteen to twenty-four inches, de-

)cndiug on height of head desired. The
ut should be made slightly sloping and

ust above a strong bud. During the

oiiowing season pinch off ail buds ex-

ept those selected for forming the head

—four to six buds should be left. These

hould be on the upper twelve inches

ind equally distributed around the

runk so that no weak crotches will be

ornied. The second spring, before

Crowth starts, head back the branches

»ne-third to one-half of the previous

eason’s growth. During the summer,

aterals (side shoots) will grow on the

nain branches. Select several of these

aterals on each branch and pinch back

I he others, leaving stubs two or three

nches long. These stubs will develop

nto fruit spurs, and will bear fruit

ilong the main branches, thus allowing

he tree to carry a heavier crop.

This same general system can be foi-

owed for the first four or five years

—

cutting back each year a third to a half

)f the previous season’s growth. At the

md of this time the tree will be prop-

erly trained, and future pruning will

3e greatly simplified. Many more side

;hoots than are needed will grow out

?ach year. Always select the ones which

ire strongest and which would grow
iway from the middle of the tree, so

i.s to make it spread, cutting back all

ither shoots to short stubs two or three

nches long. Do not let the head of

rour tree become too dense.

In pruning tivo-year apple, choose

four to six branches and remove all

others. Head back these branches

six to twelve inches, making the cut

just above a sound bud which points in

the desired direction. The later prun-

ing is identical with that described un-

der one-year apple.

In pruning bearing trees, remember

the following points: Cut out all dead

wood and water sprouts; where two

limbs interfere, remove one of them;

keep the center of the tree thinned out

to admit air and sunlight; head in the

terminal growth and keep the head low;

prime every year.

Pruning Pear. The remarks under ap-

ple pruning will apply in a general way
to the pear. The open or vase-shaped

tree is preferable for the pear, because

there is less danger from blight. If

pear blight attacks an open-headed tree,

only one branch is affected, but if it

attacks a tree of the single-leader type,

the whole tree becomes affected. Avoid

Pruning: Tno-Year Apple.

Prune tree to open head. End buds poin*'

outwari—producing- a spreading tree.
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Pruning: Peacn.
Ilemo\e all branches, except those selected

for head, which prune back to two buds.

heavy pruning of the pear, for this will

cause quick, succulent growth, and make
the tree more subject to blight. If the

pruning causes an excessive number of

water sprouts to fci n, they should be

thinned out in the summer. The young

trees of certain varieties tend to drop

their fruit after it is “set.” Severe win-

ter pruning will greatly counteract this

tendency.

Dwarf pear are generally pruned to

the main leader (pyramidal) type.

Pruning Peach. Tlie one-year peach

tree is the only satisfactory age of tree

to plant. Prune to the open-headed

tree. Remove the leader, heading in to

eighteen to twenty-four inches, and

choose three to six branches for the

framework of the tree, removing all

other branches. Cut back these branches

to stubs with one or two strong buds.

The peach is a vigorous grower, and

should be pruned severely. Head in

and Spray Book^i— -..j

heavily for tiie first three or four years

,

removing about one-haif of the previous^

season’s growth. After several years oi

this severe pruning, the result will be o,

shapely, low-headed tree. Prune every
;

year and keep the head well open, al--

lowing the sun and air to enter. This'

will give the fruit better color and les-‘

sen the amount of brown rot. Remem-^
iter that the fruit is borne on the pre-S

vious season’s growth, and if allowed to|

go unpruned for several years the bear-!

ing wood gets too high above ground.'

This fruiting habit necessitates a yearly!

heading in of the upright branches to!

make the trees spread out. Thinning!

of fruit is also accomplished by prun-|

ing. The best time for pruning the-

peach is in the early spring before the'

buds swell.

The method of pruning the apricot is?

essentially^ the same as the peach, but I

should not be so severe. |

Pruning Plum. Plum pruning is sim-|

ilar to tliat of peach. The different
|

types of plum vary in their vigor ofl

growth. The aim should be to produce!

good, strong branches and keep the tree

in a vigorous growing condition. Keep,

heads thinned out. Some varieties of

plums are vigorous growers and need|

heading back every season.
||

Pruning Cherry. Very^ little pruning^^

is required for sour cherries. At plant- 1

ing time, remove broken limbs, but do||

not head in the branches. Keep deadf

wood cut out of the trees. Sweet cherry i!

grows upright, and moderate heading

back will be necessary to keep the headw

low.
' I

Pruning Grape, Grapevines are vigor- *:i

ous growers, and must be pruned heav-|

ily every year. After planting, cut back!
each cane to two buds. For the first

two years vines can be tied up to * |
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smporary stake, but at beginning of

lird year, train on trellis. ^When grow-

ig vines on an arbor, remove all canes

<cept one which should be trained over

le arbor, pinching back occasionally to

luse branching.

There are many systems of pruning

sed in commercial vineyards. The fol-

iwing is one used largely in eastern

rape-growing sections : After the young

'ne has grown a year, cut off in the

)ring all shoots except one. Tie this

rmly to a stake and head back to four

;et. The following season, allow four

ines to grow—two of them at a height

f two feet, and the other two at a

dght of four feet above the ground,

he third spring construct the trellis,

hich should consist of two strong wires

istened to posts—one wire two feet

gh and the other four feet high. Double

•ace the po*sts at each end of row. Tie

;;e upper two canes to tbe top wire, one

me running each way along the wire,

kd do the same with the lower two

nes* on the bottom wire. The young

•owth of that summer will hang down
id will bear fruit that season. The

illowing spring (fourth season) cut off

1 each of the four main branches all of

e wood back to the young cane near-

t the main stalk. (Point A in dia-

;am below.) After pruning, there will

Grape Vine Before Prunins:.

1 3 the vine should appear after the fourth
season, make cut at point A.

be a main stalk and four one-year-old

branches—two for the top wire, and

two for the bottom wire. Tie up the

same way as the previous season. This

method of pruning should be followed

each year.

Currant. The best fruit is borne on

the one-3^ear wood. If allowed to go un-

pruned the plants will become unpro-

ductive and the fruit will be small. Af-

ter the cane has borne about three crops

it should be removed. Allow several

young shoots to grow each year, so they

can replace the old canes. In the spring,

make a judicious thinning out of old

wood and superfluous young wood.

Gooseberry. Pruning is similar to the

currant. Requires little pruning for the

first few yeafs, except moderate head-

ing in of vigorous shoots in order to en-

courage the growth of fruit spurs. The
gooseberry tends to become a dense,

tangled bush and all the old weak wood
should be cut out.

Black Raspberry. After the fruit has

been picked remove the old canes, as

each cane bears only one crop of fruit.

Also if the young canes are too thick,

thin' out the weaker ones. The young

shoots require summel* pinching when
about \Y2 feet high. Pinching out the

young tips will force them to branch. In

Grape Vine After Pruning:.

All wood has been removed except the four
young shoots closest to the stalk.
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the spring, before grewth starts, cut

back the &anes to a height of two or

three feet.

Purple varieties require same treat-

ment as the black raspberry.

Red Raspberry. Red raspberry is

pruned like the black raspberry, except

that the young shoots should not be

pinched back during their first season

of growth. The canes of the red rasp-

berry do not come from a single crown,

but grow and spread from roots.

Blackberry. Like the red raspberry,

the blackberry grows and spreads from

the roots. It is pruned in the same way
as the black raspberry, the young shoots

being pinched back during their first

summer’s growth.

Roses. Roses should be primed heav-

ily in early spring before growth starts.

Slow growing plants should be pruned

severely
;

vigorous plants only moder-

ately. Roses (which bloom during a

long season) should have the blossoms

removed just as soon as the petals fall.

Tins will make their bloom larger and

more frequent.

The hardier varieties of roses can be

^ planted in the fall, tender ones in the

spring. Roses thrive best in loose, rich

soil. A coating of well-rotted manure

applied to the ground and well worked

in is very beneficial. Plant roses two to

two and one-half feet apart, depending

on the vigor of the plant. The soil should

be in a moist condition when planting.

Press dirt firmly about roots. If planted in

fall, cut back top to about twelve inches,

and mound up loose dirt around plant

—

covering over the top with straw. In

spring rake away the straw and dirt

;

then cut back, leaving three or four

sound buds on each cane.

Shade Trees, Shrubs, Etc. Keep t

dead wood cut out of the shade tre

and paint any large wounds. General
shade trees will do best if allowed
grow naturally. Shrubs should be head
in for the first two or three years afi

planting in order to get a dense, stoc

growth, but afterwards should be ;

lowed to grow naturally. Keep all de

wood cut out.

Hedge Pruning. Immediately after t

privet hedge is planted out, it should
cut back to within six inches of t

ground.

Do not commence pruning the hed
until it is one or one and one-half ft

high. Every time the hedge is trimme
which should be about every two wee]

the new growth at time of trimmi
should be cut back to within two inch

of the last pruning i. e., leave two inch

growth every time.

Privet should not be trimmed afi

September 1st. All growth after th

date should be allowed to remain throng

out the winter.

Japanese Barberry can be trimmed
often as tv/o weeks or it can be allow^j

to make its natural growth, which w
be low and spreading. If the lat1„

plan is followed it will require ve

little, if any, pruning. "
^

Spirea Van Houttei should be kell

pruned in for the first two years in Ci

der to make a dense growth. After th;P

do not head in branches—allow them

droop over as that is the nature of tl

plant.

Renovating Old Orchard
Old trees which are badly affecti

with diseases and insects or which see

to be in a dying condition, should pro
'

ably be cut out and burned. Ah
trees which have been allowed to for
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; head at an extreme height from the

,
round and which have long, naked

I ranches with side limbs can probably

1
ot be renewed satisfactorily.

However, trees which have been headed

iioderately low and whose lower branches

re in fairly good condition can prob-

bly be successfullj^ renewed. Renewal

; a process of heading in and pruning

own. The aim is to cause a spreading

ut of the lateral branches so as to

ake a low-headed and spreading tree,

"lie best time to do this severe prun-

ig is on mild days during late winter,

'he first season head in severely the

opmost branches, leaving all healthy,

pleading side branches. The head of

he tree will probably be very dense,

udicious thinning out of all excessive

ranches should be made so as to open

p the head and allow the sun and air

3 get into the middle of the tree. How-
ver, some young wood should be left to

roduce the following season’s growth,

i* The following season side branches

‘dll throw out new -shoots and the trees

hould begin to present a uniform low

ead. The next pruning season—in late

/inter— horizontal branches can be

lightly headed in.

The above pruning will cause the old

ranches to throw out a number of

oung shoots and these should be kept

hnned out, leaving only enough to fur-

ish sufficient bearing wood. The shoots

lat are left should be clipped back

ne-third of t'neir length so as to cause

lem to make lateral growth instead of

rowing upright.

Immediately after trees have received

severe heading in and thinning out of

ense tops, spray them thoroughly with

3mmercial lime-sulphur (1 part to 8

arts of water). This spraying can be

pplied during mild days of late win-

ter or during early spring before buds

start. The thinning out and heading in

of the trees leaves them in excellent con-

dition for a general clean-up spray to

effectually control insects and diseases.

In cutting large branches tlie follow-

ing plan should be used: Saw first on

the under side part way through the

branches, then saw from the upper side

to meet the under cut. By following

this plan, the branch will break off with-

out splitting the main part. After the

branches have been removed and the

wounds have had a chance to dry some-

what, paint them with pure white of

lead and raw linseed oil.

The renewal of orchards will be of

little benefit unless it is followed up by

judicious annual pruning—thinning out

and heading in the growth.

Systematic spraying of the orchards

(note directions latter part of this book)

should be made each year in order to

control insects and diseases which at-

tack the trees.

The orchard maj^ be in need of plant

foods, in such case a good application

of stable manure will be beneficial.

Dynamiting old trees which are mak-
ing a slow, unsatisfactory growth and

not producing fruit, is beneficial. Note

page 17 for use of dynamite on old

trees. Do not put the dynamite di-

rectly under the tree, but at a distance

of seven to fifteen feet, using about four

shots to each tree.

Important. Do not make the mistake

of trying to renev/ old orchards which
are too far gone. It will merely be a

waste of time and labor. It takes only

a short time to grow a young orchard

of up-to-date, profitable varieties. Many
of the best sorts of apple bear at excep-

tionally early age—three to six years.

Peach bear much younger.
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Value of intensive cultivation and dust mulch were demonstrated in this orchard, referring t

which U. S. Government authorities said: “This lesson will be worth millions to the country.

Orchard Cultivation

Practical experience has shown that

orchards should be cultivated. Tillage

keeps the soil in good, loose condition

and increases its water-holding capacity.

Frequent shallow cultivations keep the

top two or three inches of soil loosened—

•

maintaining a dust mulch which acts like

a blanket in preventing the evaporation

of tlie soil moisture. The plant foods are

made available by cultivation, and man-

ure gives better results when used on

tilled land.

Young orchards, as well as old or-

chards, need cultivation. In a young

orchard, crops, such as currants, goose-

berries, etc., may be grown between the

rows, but never closer to the tree than

five feet. The cultivation of the crop will

generally be sufficient for the trees.

Never grow such crops as hay or grain.

They rob the soil of large quantities of

moisture and plant food without giving

anything in return. Cover crops, such

as clover, vetch, cowpeas, etc., are very

desirable to grow between tree rows.

(For details on Cover Crops, see page

25 .)

Partial Cultivation. Trees may b

set in broken strips six feet wide, ba';

ance of space between the rows left i

sod. Trees may be cultivated in thi

strip for a year or two and graduall

widened just as the trees grow. Tlii

plan is applicable for plantings whei

washing is serious.

The number of cultivations during

season depends somewhat on local corj

ditions of soil, climate, age of trees, et^

Young, vigorous-growing trees shoul

not be cultivated or irrigated as late i

the season as bearing trees, becaus

they will grow late and the immatu]

growth will be very liable to wind

injury.

A good plan of cultivation used b

many successful orchardists is as fo

lows: Plow in the spring (not dee|

enough to injure the roots) as soon f

the soil is in good condition. Turn tl

soil toward the trees the first year an

away from them the next year. Var

ous instruments can be used for lat<

cultivations, but the aim should be 1

maintain a dust mulch. Cultivate afh

every rain as soon as possible. If tl

crust is not broken, a large loss (|
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noisture will result. Cultivate the or-

chard every week or ten days, depend-

ng on conditions. Stop cultivation on

'oung trees latter part of July, or earlier,

n some sections. This will give the

lew growth time to ripen before the

;evere weather. Older trees may be cul-

ivated later. At the last cultivation,

!ow cover crop, and a good ground cover

Aull result before Vvinter. The next

;pring plow under the cover crop. Clo-

'er may remain on the ground for a

.’ear and be plowed under the follow-

ng spring.

Tools for Cultivation. Turning plow,

“utaway or disc harrow, spike tooth, or

•egular orchard harrow with extension.

Short single trees, especially made, should'

be used on these implements and wrapped

it the ends with burlap to prevent bark-

ng trees.

Cover Crops
Often soils get “burnt out,” due to a

ack of humus in the soil (see page T.)

rlumus is partly decomposed organic

natter. The way to add humus to the

ioil is to plow under a heavy coat of

nanure or cover crops. The mainten-

ince of humus in orchards is one of the

liggest problems confronting the fruit

rrower. Cover crops solve the problem

^ery effectively. The cover crop (also

called green manure) is sown in the

niddle of summer, or early fall, and

crows until the following spring, w’hen

t is plowed under. Some of the ad-

vantages of a cover crop are as follows:

Ihecks the growth of the tree and al-

ows young wood to mature before

vinter; prevents winter washing of the

oil with its loss of soil fertility; makes
he land easier to cultivate; prevents

oot injury from excessive freezing;

ends to delay growth of the young

trees in spring until after the killing

frosts; and, most important of all, it

adds plant foods to the soil.

There are two classes of cover crops f

first, leguminous, those which take the

free nitrogen from the air; second, non=

leguminous, those which can use only

the nitrogen already in the soil.

Leguminous cover crops include the

clovers, cowpeas, vetch, soy beans, field;

peas, etc. The nitrogen is taken from

the air by bacteria which live on the

roots. These bacteria form on the roots

little knots or nodules which consist

mainly of nitrogen compounds. This

class of cover r^rops is excellent for

building up poor land. The cowpea is

one of the best for the Central ana

Southern States, but is not satisfactory

in the North. The clovers are excel-

lent, and thrive over a large territory.

Hairy vetch and soy beans are among
the best for the Central and Northern

States.

Non-leguminous cover crops include

rye, buckwheat, barley, cow horn tur-

nips, rape, etc. These plants do not use

the free nitrogen of the air, hence do not

enrich the soil as much as the legum-

inous crops. In certain cases it is desir-

able not to add too much nitrogen for

Hairy Vetch.

One of the best orchard cover crops—hardy
in North. Note the thrifty, dense growth.
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fear the growth of the trees will be too

vigorous. This is especially true of pear

trees where the vigorous, succulent

growth is susceptible to pear blight.

Buckwheat loosens up the soil well, and

grows on very poor land, but kills down
in winter. Rye thrives v/ell on nearly

ail soils and is hardy. It should be

plowed under in the spring before it

grows too rank.

Combinations of different crops will

give the best results. Some good com-

binations are: 1, hairy vetch and rye;

2, buckwheat and clover; 3, rye and

buckwheat (when large amounts of

nitrogen are not desired).

Amount to Use Per Acre.
Mammoth Clover 15 to 20 lbs.

Crimson Clover 15 to 20 lbs.

Red CloA'er 10 to 15 lbs.

Cowpeas 11^ to 2 bu.

Hairy Vetch 1 to 1% bu.

Soy Beans % to 1 bu.

Buckwheat 1 bu.

Rye 114 to 2 bu.

Cinada Field Peas lit bu.
F^irHy 1 % to 2 bu.
Tu'-nins 4 lbs.

Rape 2 t© 5 lbs.

Fertilizers
During the last few years there has

|

been much discussion on the subject of

commercial fertilizers. Under certain
j

circumstances, liigh grade fertilizers are :

no doubt of great benefit to orchards,
;

but they have often been used when full
i

value was not received.
\

We quote Prof. L. L. Van Slyke, of
|

the N. Y. Agr. Exp, Station:

“Recent experiments have shown that on i

fertile soils, especially of the heavier types,
j

the use of fertilizers, continued for 3'ears i,

even in large amounts, does not show any '.y.

appreciable effects, whether in the case of ;

old orchards or young ones, provided cover !

>

crops, including leguminous, are used, and i.i

up-to-date methods of tillage practiced. As I

a. general rule, as Icng as trees continue to
j;

make satisfactory growth of wood and pro-

duce average crops of good, well colored :

fruit, no commercial fertilizer need be sup- t

plied.” 1

The fertilizer needs must be deter-
^

mined largely by the orchardist. Try
|

different fertilizers on a small scale, and li

in this way you can correctly determine
)

A Profitable Hill-side Orchard
‘This orchard is of Scark Delicious and brought the owner big profit. The ground is covered

with stones, but the orchard is in good shape. More orchards like this are needed.”
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your fertilizer needs. The high grade

fertilizers are the cheapest, considering

the amount of real plant food they con-

tain.

There are ten elements essential to

plant growth, and in most soils they are

present in sufficient quantities for the

needs of the tree. However, the three

elements which may possibly be lack-

ing are nitrogen, phosphate, and potash.

Nitrogen may be supplied by cover

crops, manure, dried blood, nitrate of

soda, etc. The cheapest and most sat-

isfactory method to supply nitrogen is

to grow leguminous cover crops.

Phosphate can be furnished in the

form of acid phosphate, bone meal,

ground phosphate rock, etc.

Potash may be applied in the form of

wood ashes (which also contain a large

percent of lime).

A complete fertilizer contains all three

elements. The three figures, by which

they are called, refer to the percentages

of the three elements. For example, in

a 4-9-10 guarantee, the 4 refers to 4%
nitrogen, the 9 to 9% phosphate, and

the 10 to 10% potash.

Occasional applications of finely

ground' lime will “sweeten” acid soils

and will be very beneficial to the orch-

ard.

The' value of a fertilizer depends on

the pounds of actual plant food and the

grade of the material In applying fer-

tilizer be sure that it is ivell worked

into the soil by cultivation.

AVe quote Prof. J. P. Stewart, Penn-

.sylvania State College of Agriculture,

Bulletin 121;

“In genei’a], the characteristics of an orch-
ard that is certainly in need of a fertilizer

are those of starvation. Foliag-e is sparse
and pale in such orchards and the annual
growth stops early and averages .'^hort. In
most young orchards and any orchard that

is growing and fruiting weli, and retaining
its foliage until late in the season, fertilisa-

tion is much less likely to show a profit,

“Time of Application. Distinct harm may
result from application of nitrates about fruit

setting time. We found therefore that the
nitrates should be applied not earlier than
petal-fall in apples and not later than th®
middle of Jub*. When the crop is light,

much smaller applications are required than
in the full years.

In case of mineral ingredients with thecp
slower action, the time of application is lose
important.

“Scatter the fertilizer or manure broad-
cast over the surface of the ground, taking
care not to get it too close to the tree trunk
and extending applications well out under
the spread of the branches The fertiliza-
tion may be left on the surface to be washed
in by the rains or may be harrowed or lightly
plowed under the soil. Important results,
therefore, should not be expected before the
following season at the earliest and thej' may
not appear in apple until considerably later
and prove of considerable value.”

“It seems that most orchard soils are al-
ready supplied with sufficient potash in avail-
able forms and the chief shortages occur in
the nitrogen and phosphate.

“Plant food action of manure is practi-
cally identical with that of a commercial fer-
tilizer—rich in nitrogen and phosphate. Ma-
nure also has some additional value as a re-
sult from its mulching effect.

“In general the same influences that have
materially increased the yield have also in-
creased the growth. In other words, our best
growing plats have, as a rule, been our best
fruiting plats. On sound, healthy trees, this
will generally be the case unless either oc-
curs to an abnormal extent.

“If one wishes to answer how to fertilize
his own orchard he can do so by following
the plan outlined below. It is the only way
by which one can really become acquainted
with the needs of his orchard:
1. Check (unfertilized).
2. Nitrate, 2% lbs.; dried blood, 3% lbs.; acid

phosphate, 10 lbs.

3. Nitrate, 2 % lbs.
; dried blood, 3 V2 Ihs.

;

potash, 2 lbs.

4. Acid phosphate, 10 lbs.; potash, 2 lbs.

5. Check.
6. Nitrate, 2% lbs.; dried blood, 3% lbs.; acid

phosphate, 10 lbs.; potash, 2 lbs.

7. Same as 6, plus lime, 12 to 25 lbs.

S Manure, 400 lbs.

9. Check.

The materials are indicated here in
amounts per bearing tree, instead of per acre
(page 26), and the same proportionate reduc-
tions should be made for younger trees. In
other words, if only a third of the ground is

to be covered, then only about a third of
these amounts should be used, if the rate of
application is to be kept wdthin proper bounds.
This test should be located in a typical part
of the orchard, and should include not less
than 5 average trees of the same variety and
age, in each plat.
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Irrigation
“In districts with less than 20 inches of

rainfall, irrigation can become a great help,
and in many cases is a necessity. In irriga-

tion, the problem is to see how little water
to use instead of hew much. Irrigation must
go hand in hand with cultivation. Under
most conditions about two irrigations dur-
ing the growing season are ample where' the
ground is thoroughly moistened, and followed
by intensive cultivation. Avoid using large
amounts of water near the time of harvest-
ing.”—Prof. C, I. UeAvis, Ore. Agri. Exp. Sta.

Orchard Heating
Frosts do their main damage in the

spring at blooming time &nd sometimes

cause serious losses. Frost is worse in

valleys and pockets than on slopes where

there is sufficient air drainage. There-

fore, in selecting the site for your orch-

ard choose gently sloping or rolling land

where the air drainage will be good. On
still, clear, cold nights there is the great-

est danger from frost.

Orchard heating has been mainly prac-

ticed in the western fruit-growing re-

gions. In sections where the fruit crop

is often destroyed by late frost, the sub-

ject of orchard heating should be care-

fully investigated. The only important

objection to orchard heating is the orig-

inal cost of installing the system.

Orchard Heaters are sheet iron recep-

tacles, which usually burn coal or oil.

However, the majority of growers, who
heat their orchards, have adopted the use

of oil as the most satisfactory fuel.

Does Orchard Heading Pay? If in-

jury from spring frosts is a limiting fac-

tor in determining whether there will be

a full crop or failure, heating does pay.

In many localities destruction of the

crop by spring frosts is not frequent.

Under these conditions, the extra ex-

pense probably would not be advisable.

However, before installing a system of

orchard heaters every operation of orch-

ard management should be cared for in

the best possible manner so that the

crop you do save will be strictly No. 1 •

fruit, which will command a high price.

It would not pay you to heat an orch-

ard that had not been carefully pruned,

sprayed and kept in a healthy growing
condition.

In apple and peach orchards it is;

not safe to use less than 60 or 70 of the

large type of heaters per acre. If you
are going to heat your orchard, do it

thoroughly. Have everything in readi-

ness for immediate action as frosts

usually come on short notice. i

Thinning Fruit

Thinning is one of the most profit-
i

able orchard operations. Practical orch-

ardists have given thinning a thorough

trial, and have found it pays

—

decidedly.

The annual pruning helps to thin the

fruit. Many growers prefer to delay

the hand thinning until after the so-

called “June drop.”

Some fruit growers object to the ex-

tra expense of thinning. However, it

does not cost much more to pick the

surplus fruit early in the season than

in October at picking time. The extra

profit from well thinned fruit will easily

overcome the added expense.

Thinning improves the size and color

of the fruit, producing a greatly in-
i

creased percentage of No. 1 fruit; also,

thinning tends to eliminate the alternate

bearing habit of trees. Some trees bear

heavily one year and the following year

do not bear at all. By thinning the crop

one year the tree can recover and be in i

condition to bear a crop the following

year. >
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First, remove all wormy or defective

fruit, then thin out the clusters. Do not

injure the buds or fruit spurs for they

are to hear the next years crop. Young

trees should not be allowed to bear

heavy crops because the shock of over-

cropping will give the tree a setback.

Xo specific rule can be given for thinn-

ing the various fruits. Some varieties

require more thinning than others.

Thinning peaches is necessary to pro-

duce first-class fruit. Four to six inches

between the fruit is the distance we ad-

vise. In thinning apples, shears may be

used instead of removing by hand.

Pollination
Certain varieties, when grown in iso-

lated blocks, will not bear crops. This

is usually due to the blossoms being

self-sterile—that is, the pollen, which is

the yellow dust in the blossom, vrill not

pollinate its own blossom. If the blos-

som is not pollinated the fruit will not

“set.”

A self-fertile variety is one the pollen

of which will pollinate its own blossom.

Self-sterility is a characteristic of cer-

tain varieties, but it varies in different

sections and under different conditions.

A variety may be self-sterile in the

North, but in the South it may be self-

fertile. This is true of Keiffer pear.

It has been proven that’ cross-pollina-

tion of one variety with another gives

better results than when the blossom is

pollinated by its own pollen. Cross-pol-

lination makes the fruit larger, more

uniform, and causes a larger crop to

set. The fact that a variety is self-

sterile does not mean that its pollen can-

not fertilize a blossom of another vari-

ety. Two self-sterile varieties will usu-

ally pollinate each other if they bloom

together. Insects, especially bees, cause

Well Thinned Tree.

A three-year-old Stark Delicious auple tree—

=

showing strong growth and eaiuy bearing.

most of the cross-pollination when they

visit the blossoms. The pollen gets on

their legs, and in this way is carried

from blossom to blossom. Never de-
/

stroy bees, and in large orchards keep a

few hives in the orchard.

Never plant solid blocks of any one

variety, but set out several varieties in

your orchard so that cross-pollination

will be certain. Do not plant more than

four rows of a single variety together,

then the same number of rows of an-

other variety. By mixing three or four

varieties in this way, pollination will be

practically assured.

Reasons for Not Bearing
Poor pollination is not the only rea-

son some orchards fail to bear. Buds
may be injured by frosts although in

outward appearance they seem perfect.

Trees which ar^ making too thrifty

a growth delay fruiting. A moderate
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Sixty-four Apples to the Bushel.

A four-tier box of Stark Delicious—the
biggest money-making apple.

summer pruning, as described on page

17, will throw them into bearing.

Due to continued lack of care and lack

of plant food, a tree may be so weak-

ened that it cannot “set” a crop. The
best remedy, in such a case, is to plow

the orchard and grow cover crops, turn-

ing under the following spring, or apply

a heavy coating of manure. Several

charges of dynamite exploded at inter-

vals about the tree will give the tree

increased vigor. (For details, see pages

15 and 17.)

Picking and Packing
Picking fruit must be done carefully

and at the right time, because keeping

qualities are largely dependent upon the

method and time of picking. Just the

proper state of maturity at which fruit

should arrive before picking time is a

matter of great importance. When fruit

is allov/ed to remain on trees too long

it becomes over-ripe and will not hold

up well in shipment or storage. Some-

times varieties of apples are condemned

by the grower when it is often the fault

of not picking soon enough. Red ap-

ples should be picked when they reach

high color and maximum size. In the

case of yellow apples the maturity is

judged by the color of the seeds—when
j

they turn light brown and before they

become dark around the edges indicates

the proper time for picking. i

Jonathan, Grimes Golden, and Stark
I

King David should be picked earlier

than most winter apples. If picked at I

the proper time, they will keep well in I

storage.

The following varieties should be ji

picked later than Jonathan or Grimes j

Golden, that is, about mid-picking sea-
|

son: Rome Beauty, Stark Delicious,

Senator, etc.
|

The varieties that can be picked the
j

latter part of the picking season are I

Stayman, Ingram, Champion, York Im-
perial, Black Ben, Paragon, Winesap,

Mammoth Black Twig, etc.

One indication of the proper time to

pick most kinds of fruit is to lift them
up gently and give a slight twist. If

the fruit comes off easily it is ready to

pick.

The ideal method is to pick, pack, and

ship the fruit the same day if possible.

In picking use a picking bag or a good

picking basket. One of the best types

of basket is the swing-bail basket.

Ladders. High headed trees are much
mo-re difficult and more expensive to

pick than low headed trees. In the lat-

ter case, a large percentage of the crop

can generally be picked from the ground.

There are a number of types of ladders

for picking fruit. Some of the main

points that should be considered in get-

ting ladders are as follows: The ladder

should be made of strong material but

of fairly light weight, and should have

a broad base which makes it staple.

Caution the pickers not to break off

the fruit spur as they are to bear fruit

the following year.
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The picker should put the fruit in the

basket with liis liand—do not drop the

fruit. Tell the pickers that all fruit should

be handled as carefully as eggs if t'he

best keeping results are to be secured.

Nev^er bruise the fruit with the thumb

or break the steins. Under no condition

should the fruit ever remain in piles in

the orchard.

A.pples are hauled to the packing

houses in boxes where they are emptied

on sorting tables. The modern sorting

table generally has a canvas bottom to

prevent bruising of the fruit.

Pears should be picked while still

hard and just as soon as the seeds turn

brown. If they are to be used at home
put them in a cool dark place to ripen.

In fact it is absolutely necessary to pick

many varieties of pears before they be-

come mellow on the tree, otherwise they

' will rot at the core. If the pears are

tto be shipped, pick and ship them im-

I mediately. It is a good plan to wrap

f
pears separately in paper.

Peaches for shipping should be pickfed

when matured (maximum size and
color)—but still perfectly solid.

Apples are packed either in boxes

or barrels. The box pack is rapidly com-
ing into favor but only the best grades

should be packed in boxes. If fruit is

shipped to certain markets, it is advis-

able to line the box and v/rap each apple

separately with paper. No matter whether

you pack in boxes or barrels, he sure

that your fruit is carefully graded.

After the fruit is packed, see that it is

shipped at once, or stored in a cool stor-

age where it will be protected from
freezing.

Marketing the Crop

and Spray BooK
ular attention to the question of mar-

keting. In the first place, the fruit should

be carefully graded and packed so a rep-

utation will be worked up and the buy-

ers will have confidence in the grower’s

pack. Second, plant the high quality

varieties. Consumers have been edu-

cated to high quality and it is useless

to attempt to make them pay good

prices for inferior varieties.

“If you have a nice lot of Jonathans, Stark
Delicious, Grimes, or other fancy varieties,
do not sell them separate from, your Ben
Davis, or slower-selling apples. Of course,
sometimes a buyer may offer such a good
price for the fancy varieties that it will pay
to sell them and dispose of the balance some
other way.”—A. P. Boles, 'Sec. of Mo. State
Board cf Horticulture.

To sell a crop to best advantage, it

is necessary to start early. In fact, for

best results, the grower should have his

fruit sold before he starts picking so he

can grade and pack intelligently—meet-

ing the requirements of his contract.

High grade apples should be free from

insect or disease injury; should neither

be bruised nor rotted, and should be

If the grower is to get the best re-

turns from his crop, he must pay partic-
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above a certain specified size. This min-

imum size varies with different varie-

ties. For instance, smaller sorts, such

as Jonathan or Winesap, have a smaller

minimum size than larger varieties, such

as Stark Delicious, Black Ben, and Stay-

man Winesap. It will not pay to put

low-grade apples in storage, but if pos-

sible they should be handled so as to cut

out cost.

The up-to-date, successful fruit-grow-

er keeps in touch with the fruit market

and he will start very early in the sea-

son to market his crop so that when it

is time to pick^ he will know exactly

where he is going to dispose of his fruit.

The grower should tell the fruit buyer

all about his crop— different varieties,

tlie probable size and amounts. It is

also advisable to send samples.

In order to keep in touch with mar-

ket conditions, it is a good, plan to sub-

scribe to* one of the fruit market papers.

Our Special Service Department has

lists of buyers of fruit, and will be

glad to furnish them- to o'rchardists

free of charge. We wij^l help to put

you in touch with buyers so that you

can dispose of your frwit to best ad-

vantage.

“I want to especially thank Stark Bros,

for sugg-esting my name to prospective buy-
ers—I appreciate that. Have sold my en-
tire crop.”

—

C. M. Fette, Marion Co., Mo.

The selling of the crop should be han-

dled in a business-like way—the grower

should make a contract with the buyer

and let all terms be fully understood.

Some of the points which should be con-

tained in the contract are the following;

First, is tlie fruit to be paid for by
the barrel, box, hundred pounds or lump

sum and wiiat price? Second, what con-

stitutes a No, 1 grade or No. 2 grade?

Third, who is to do the picking and

packing and when? Fourth, who is to

haul empty barrels to the orchard am
packed barrels to the station?

Method of Selling, There are a num
her of ways to sell the fruit. For {

progressive fruit-grower, who knows hii'

business and understands the method:

of picking, packing, etc., the followinj

is one of the best contracts: selling bj

the barrel or box, f. o. b. loading station

cash to be paid for the fruit.

Another method is to sell the fruit bj

the barrel, the buyer to do the pack-

ing; one price to be made for both No
1 and No. 2 grades. In this way th(

grower will be protected. If the con-

tract reads that the fruit is sold on the

table, the grower does all the picking

and hauling, the buyer furnishing the

barrels or boxes, doing the sorting,

grading, and packing. The cost of buy-

ing empty barrels, picking, packing, and

doing all the hauling of the fruit,

amounts to about $1.00, more or less!

Some growers sell the crop for a lump

sum, fruit to be picked and handled by

the buyer; but, as a general proposition,

this plan is not satisfactory. A progressive

orchardist, by keeping in touch with the

market, should be able to realize greater

profits by handling his own fruit. If

the buyer is to pick the fruit, it will

probably result in damage to the trees

by breaking the limbs, fruit spurs, etc

Some growers consign their fruit, but

as a whole, one of the other methods

outlined above is generally more satis-

factory for the small grower.

Many growers who pack their fruit

well and who are in touch with market

conditions, hold their fruit in cold stor-

age until they can take advantage of the

high prices late in the season. How-
ever, it should be understood that only

strictly first class fruit should be put in

cold storage.
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IP. 0

Undoubtedly you know of neighbors and
' friends who would be pleased to receive our
jllfaao FRUIT PLANTING GUIDE. If they are
folks who love fruit, please write names and
addresses below so theywill receive a free copy.

Name

P. O

Name

P. O

Name

P. 0

Place

Stamp

Here

STARK BRO’S

Nurseries and Orchards Co.

LOUISIANA, MO.

GOOD PAY— Paid Weekly
WORK ^

^ —
men ID every State are makln| exceileot licomertaling

orders for Stark Trees.

Vm. Page. Ilf.

MR. Wm. PAGE, lllinoia
A ••star” salesman In Illinois- his first year.

Sold over $565.00 worth of trees in one week 1921
season. Won $60.00 Waltham Gold Watch i'n last
Salesmen’s Contest. Enjoys an income equal to a
banker’s as a result of selling Stark Trees tew
months during year.

MR. R. R. HARBERT. W. Va.
Soldler-Veteran in World War. who neyer sold

anything In his life before he took up Stark Tree
selling In 1921. Scored success from start. Won
$50.00 Gold Watch In our last contest~-hls first
week In the work. Making more money than he
ever made In his life before—and enjoying better
health, because he works out of doors. In God’s
own sunshine.

Write for OurSalesman’s Offer!
I. R. Harbert

W. Va.

STARK BRO’S NURSERIF<$
At LOUISIANA. MO.

Post Card
One

Cent

Stamp

Here

Stark Pro’s Nurseries

Louisiana,

Mo.

Oldest In America
Largest in the World



Louisiana, Mo.

-i-STARK DELICIOUS Apple

-golden delicious Apple

JONATHANAppIe

STAYAIAN Wlnesap Apple

Golden Apple

* Bt<ACK BEN Apple

——.SENATOR Apple

Start King Dartd Apple

Wlnesap Apple

Llveland Raspberry Appli

Wilson Red Jane Apple

Gold Nugget Pear

Lincoln Pear

Keiffer Pear

--.stark EARLY
'

EtBERTA Peach

J. H. HALE Peach

Red Bird Cling Peach

Alton Peach

Krummel October Peach

——Montmorency Stark
Cherry

STARK GOLD Cherry

Dyehouse Cherry

-MAAlMOTfl GOLD Plum

Warn

.—..Gold Plum

.America Plum

my Name
address

Place a cross (X) in fho

the Book yo‘'u'’°;?h a-d

foragood man’is name!

J
UST for the name of a good fruit

grower, gardener, farmer, school
teacher, retired farmer—or some

other good man whom you believe could
and would sell STARK TREES—

a

pleasant out-door occupation, with good
Cash PAY, paid weekly.

Send us his name below—send sever-

al names of several good men—and we
will gladly pay you $10.00 in cash for

each man you recommend, when that

man has sold $150 worth of Stark,

Trees and we have collected for same.

Name Occupation

Address

Name __

Address

Occupatinn

/

Occupation

Address

My Name Is Address

I



Book II.

Spraying Fruit Trees

Foreword
In the preparation of this book for the orchardists of America we have

embodied not only our own personal experience, not only the extensive tests of

our own orchard experts, but we have drawn on the leading horticultural and

spray authorities in all sections. In short, this book is written to meet the

varying conditions in all different localities.

Especially are we indebted to the following for their valuable suggestions

And advice in preparing this book.

J. C. Whitten, Dean of Horticulture, Missouri State University

J. P. Stewart, Professor of Pomology, Pennsylvania State College of Agriculture

Donald Reddick, Professor of Plant Pathology, Cornell Agr. Exp. Station

Glen.W. Herrick, Professor of Economic Entomology, Cornell Agr. Exp. Station

£. H. Favor, Editor, Fruit-Grower and Farmer, St. Joseph, Missouri
^

Important. Spraying is much more
simple than is ordinarily believed.

Efficient spraying can he done econ-

omically, Remember that the benefits

•are many and far reaching. Spraying
your trees results in larger and better

fruit. Big prices and enormous prof-

its are received by the progressive

grower who sprays his trees every

year, keeping them in a healthy,

growing condition, thus enabling them
to produce good, annual crops of No.
One fruit.

Fruit tree enemies (insects and dis-

eases) must be controlled, and spraying

is the best way to do this. Spraying

is no longer an experiment, but it has

become as important as pruning, culti-

vating, etc.

Spraying Pays. It keeps the tree in a

healthy, vigorous condition, maintaining

the leaves in good working order so they

can manufacture the food for the plant

and thus assure a crop for the follow-

ing year. By keeping the tree in a

healthy condition it means long life for

your orchard, and the trees will be in

better shape to bear good, annual crops,

but it is necessary to spray every year.

Losses. Annual loss, due to some of

the more important insects and diseases,

such as Codling Moth, Apple Scab,

Brown Rot, Curculio, San Jose Scale, is

appalling. It has been estimated that

the loss due to the Codling Moth alone

in unsprayed orchards is one-half to

three-fourths of the crop. A large per-

centage of this loss can be prevented by

thorough spraying. Another reason for

spraying is because insects and diseases

are naw more generally distributed

throughout the country than formerly.

The question to be decided is: What
are the most economical, most thorough

methods and materials to use in order

to get successful results?
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Cost of Spraying. In Bulletin 102 of

Missouri Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion the following statement is ma&e;

“It is impossible to give any accurate es-
timate of the cost of spraying unless the size

t>f the trees is known. It is usually neces-
sary to spray fcur times a year. With trees
varying from twelve to eighteen years of age,

growing in reasonably good soil, the cost of

material will vary from nine to thirteen

cents a tree for four sprayings. The cost of

labor is usually ten to fifteen cents per tree.

The total cost, then, of the four sprayings for

labor and material would range from eight-

een to twenty-eight cents a tree.”

Essentials of Spraying
1. Spray Thoroughly. It is necessary

to coat each leaf with a fine, misty

spray. Careless, inefficient spraying is

worse than useless as it is an added ex-

pense and does not give satisfactory re-

sults. To properly apply the spray, good

pressure is required. The pressure should

be not less than 100 pounds and some

nozzles should have 150 to 200 pounds

pressure for the most efficient work.

Coat the under and top sides of the

leaves with a fine mist. It is not ad-

visable to have spray material too thick

on the foliage, because drops form and

hang on the lower edge of the leaf, thus

allowing a large quantity of spray mix-

ture to accumulate on a small portion of

the leaf, which often results in the burn-

ing of the foliage.

2. Know Why You Are Spraying.
Study the habits and developments of

the insect or disease so the spray can

be applied when it will do its most ef-

ficient work. The sprays which con-

trol plant diseases are seldom of any use

in combating chewing insects hence

there are sprays for each. Fortunately,

they can generally be mixed and applied

at the same spraying.

3. In combatting fungous diseases re-

member that the aim is to prevent the

injury and not to cure it. During rainy

weather most diseases spread more rap- i

idly than during dry weather, hence

when spraying for diseases always spray

before rains, not after.
j

4. Use fi’esh, good quality spray mate- :

rials and prepare them *carefully. Keep '|

all poisons labeled so as to prevent ac- '

cidents.

5. Never spray trees when in bloom, i

as the poison is liable to kill bees and '

injure the blossoms.

6. Spray in Time. Have your spray-

ing outfit and your spray materials in

readiness so that work can be begun on

short notice. The time for spraying is
'

at best very short, often limited to a
’

few days. It is better to keep your

trees in a healthy, growing condition by

a systematic plan of spraying than to

wait until they are 'weakened by dis-

eases and insects.

7. Spray Every Year. No matter

whether jmu have a crop or not, you

should spray every year. Spraying keep*

the foliage healthy, thus enabling the

tree to form fruit buds which will pro-

duce the following years crop. We can !

not too .strongly emphasize the impor-

tance of sprajdng every year.

Failure to observe the above essentials

has caused some orchardists to doubt

the usefulness of spraying. However,
j[

careful, thorough sprayings made at the

proper time will be of utmost import-
|

ance in making fruit-growing a profit-

able business.

Latest Developments
Recent experiments and practical tests

indicate that in most cases the use of |

commercial lime-sulphur in its dilute i:

form (1 to 40) is superior and preferable

to Bordeaux Mixture, which has been

the standard for yeai-s for summer spray-
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ing of apples. While we give the use of

Bordeaux in this book, leading authori-

ties advoca' the dilute commercial lime-

sulphur (1 to 40) used in connection

with 2 pounds of arsenate of lead to 50

gallons of the solution. However, in the

Middle West and certain portions of the

Southern states where Bitter Rot and

Blotch are prevalent, Bordeaux Mixture

must be used for the late sprays, using

the dilute commercial lime-sulphur for

the early sprays.

The great objection to using Bordeaux

Mixture is the injury which is some-

times caused thereby, commonly known

as “Bordeaux Injury.” It is believed by

authorities that Bordeaux injury is most

often produced at the time of the early

sprays, so that the later applications of

Bordeaux Mixture are not apt to cause

injury to the fruit. For further data on

Bordeaux injury, see page 40.

Note. The remaining portion of this

hook is divided into two sectioyis as

follows:

1. General descriptions of insects

and of fungous diseases, followed by

method of control. After each fruit

is given a general outline for spray-

ing that particular fruit.

2. Methods of making and applying

the different spray materials—insecti-

cides and fungicides {the latter for

control of jolant diseases) . There are

also included some helpful advice and
hints for selecting spray outfits.

Section I.

Classifying Tree Pests
Orchardists have three general classes

of fruit tree enemies to combat.

1. First class includes insects which

are divided into two kinds as follows:

a. Chewing Insects. For example, the

larva of the Codling Moth (commonly

known as the Apple Worm), Curculio,

Currant Worm, etc. These insects eat

portions of the plant, or fruit, and they

are killed by the stomach poisons (like

arsenate of lead) which are sprayed on

the foliage and fruit.

b. Sucking Insects, such as Plant Lice,

San Jose Scale, etc. These insects have

beaks which they insert into the branch

or leaf and then suck the sap. To kill

them, these insects must be hit by some

contact spray, such as concentrated lime-

sulphur (1 gallon to 8 gallons of water,

used only when tree is dormant). Whale

Oil Soap or Tobacco Extracts. See Sec-

tion 2 for methods of preparing these

materials.

2. The second general class of tree

pests is the fungous diseases (such as

Apple Scab, Brown Rot of stone fruits,

Black Rot of grapes, etc.). These are

controlled by fungicides such as dilute

commercial lime-sulphur (1 gallon to 40

gallons of wa*ter), Bordeaux Mixture or

self-boiled lime-sulphur.

3. The third general class of tree ene^

mies includes the bacterial diseases (such

as Fire Blight of the pear). This dis-

ease can not be controlled by spraying,

but must be overcome by constant prun-

ing and burning of the affected parts.

See page 44 for control of Fire Blight.

Spraying Before Bearing
The aim in spra3dng young trees be-

fore they come into bearing is to keep

them in a healthy, vigorous, growing

condition.

All young trees should receive an ap-

plication of commercial lime-sulphur, 1

gallon to 8 gallons of water, in the .spring

before the leaf buds swell. Later ap-

plications will only be necessary to pro-

tect the foliage of the tree from any

insects or diseases that appear. -
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For any leaf-eating insects, spray with

Arsenate of Lead 2V2 pounds to 50 gal-

lons of water. It would be well to add

3 or 4 pounds of fresh stone lime to

prevent any possible burning of the

leaves.

For sucking insects such as Aphis

(Plant Lice), spray with Kerosene Emul-

sion 10%, or Whale Oil Soap 1 pound to

6 gallons of water, or with Tobacco Ex-

tracts. These are contact insecticides

and it is necessary to hit the insects.

In the case of young apple or peai-

trees, if any leaf diseases attack the foli-

age, spray with dilute commercial lime-

sulphur, 1 gallon to 40 gallons of water

(50 gallons for pear). The second appli-

cation can be made about 3 weeks after

the first. The lime-sulphur and Arsen-

ate of Lead can be mixed and applied

at the same spraying, if desired.

Apple
Apple Insects

Codling Moth. Description—Com-

monly called the Apple Worm. A whitish

©r pinkish caterpillar about one-half to

three-fourths of an inch long. Adult

moth appears in the spring, lays its

«ggs on the leaves or small apples soon

after blooming time. Eggs hatch and the

young caterpillars, at first only about

one-sixteenth of an inch long, enter the

apple, usually at the blossom end.

Herein lies the control: Arsenate of

Lead must be sprayed into the calyx cup

(blossom end) so that the young cater-

pillar will get a dose of poison as soon

as it starts to enter the apple. The
worms that are successful in entering the

fruit attack the core, remaining in xne

apple about four weeks and then leaving

through a hole in the side. There are

iften two generations, and if the first

generation is not controlled by spraying,
|

the injury from the later generation will
j

be serious.

Control—Spray immediately after bios-
;j

soms fall with Arsenate of Lead, 2 or 3 I

pounds to 50 gallons of water. Repeat 1

application two or three weeks later,
j

The first application for Codling Moth
must be made when the calyx is open

{

and extended, so that the poison can be

forced into the blossom end of the young
apple. (See illustration page 42.) For

this reason it is necessary to use good,

strong pressure (at least 150 pounds or

more), and make this spray very thor-

ough. In the Middle States, where there

is generally a second brood of Codling

Moth, an application can be made at the

same time the Bitter Rot sprays are ap-

plied, that is, eight or nine weeks after

the blossoms fall. Use 2V3 pounds Arsen-

ate of Lead to 50 gallons of Bordeaux

Mixture. Where the first application is

thorough, spraying for the second brood i

will not be so necessary.

San Jose Scale. Description—Can be

controlled by spraying. A small, cir-

cular, grayish colored scale-insect, about

the size of a pinhead. When abundant,
j

forms incrustation on the branches. On
j

the fruit or light colored bark, scale is

surrounded by a reddish spot, thus mak-
ing its identification easy.

Attacks many kinds of trees, bi.t can be con-
trolled by spraying
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Only the young, half-grown insects

are able to survive the winter and re-

produce the following spring.

Control—The presence of this insect

necessitates spraying. The time to spray

for San Jose Scale is on a mild winter

or early spring day—just before the

buds begin to swell (while tree is still

dormant). In case of bad attacks, ar^-

other application should be made in mild

days during the late fall, after the leaves

have dropped. Use commercial lime-

sulphur, 1 part to 8 parts of water. Mis-

:ible oils are also effective. There are a

number of brands of the miscible oils

:hat give excellent results, however, the

ime-sulphur also haf a fungicidal effect,

md, for this reason, is generally used in

^reference to the miscible oils. Remem-
ber that the whole tree must be thor-

oughly covered with the spp^ay solution.

Effective spraying for the San Jose

1 scale cannot be made while the foliage

s on the trees; however, in bad cases,

^.praying with Whale Oil Soap, 1 pound

.0 6 gallons of water, in the spring

'about May or June) when the young

nsects hatch, will help to hold them m
:heck.

Other Scale -Insects. There are a

lumber of other scale insects, such as

)yster-Shell Scale, Scrufy Scale, etc.

The Oyster-Shell Scale is about one-

ighth of an inch long and resembles

I

in oyster-shell in shape
;

it does not re-

)roduce rapidly and thus control is not

I

difficult.

Scurfy Scale is snowy white or dirty

Cray in color.

j

Both of these insects live over the

I

vinter in shape of eggs which hatch in

he early srring.

I

Control—If the dormant spray of com-

.

i

oercial lime-sulphur is applied just be-

I

ore the leaf buds open, for control of

the San Jose Scale, it has, also, been

found to be effective against the Scurfy

and Oyster-Shell Scales. However, where

these scales are present in large num-
bers, spray when the young minute yel-

lowish-white insects hatch, which i»

about May, depending on the season and

latitude. Use Kerosene Emulsion, 15%
strength, or Whale Oil Soap, 1 pound to

5 or 6 gallons of water. In well-cared-

for orchards, systematically sprayed,

these insects will give, very little trouble.

Woolly Aphis. There are two forms

—

one appearing on the limbs and trunk of

the tree and the other on the roots. These

are small, reddish-brown plant lice which

are covered with a mass of whitish cot-

tony substance.'

Control—For the form which appears

above ground, spray with Kerosene Emul-

sion, 10% strength, or Tobacco Extracts.

To kill the root form, remove dirt around

each tree to a depth of 3 or 4 inches

over a circle with a diameter of 3 or 4

feet. Then, soak the soil with Kerosene

Emulsion, 15^c strength, using at least 2

gallons per tree. Rake back the earth.

Treatment for the root form should be

made during the spring or summer when
the tree is in a vigorous, growing condi-

tion. Cultivate trees constantly so that

a strong growth will result, thus en-

abling the tree to withstand the attacks

of the Aphis.

Apple Aphis. There are several spe-

cies of plant lice which attack apple

trees. They are small greenish or rosy-

colored insects which suck the juice

from the foliage, usually feeding on un-

der surface of the leaves, causing the

foliage to curl up. The presence of

these insects is indicated by ants which

are always found associated with the

plant lice.
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Control—Must be sprayed with a con-

tact insecticide such as Whale Oil Soap,

1 pound to 6 gallons of water. Kerosene

Emulsion, 10% strength, or with To-

bacco Extracts. (See page 55.) It is

important to spray these insects before

the leaves are curled as it is difficult to

hit insects when they are protected by

the curled leaves.

Cu^culio. For detailed description and

control see under Plum Curculio. This

insect also attacks apple, making a cres-

cent-shaped cut which eventually de-

forms the fruit. Thorough tillage, dur-

ing July and August, will kill many of

these insects when they are in the pupal

stage. Spraying with Arsenate of Lead

is the only satisfactory method of con-

trolling the Curculio. The first Codling

Moth spray (just after the bloom falls)

and the second spray (two or three

weeks after the bloom falls) will also

be effective in controlling Curculio.

Thickets of wild crab apples or Haw-
thorn, when near the orchard, should be

destroyed. (See also Plum Curculio,

page 47.)

Canker Worm. Two species occur, one

in the spring, and one in the fall. These

are small caterpillars about % to 1 inch

long, commonly known as Measuring

Worm, color varying from yellow to

dark brown and variously striped. Feed

upon the leaves of apple and other or-

chard trees, also attack shade trees.

Co7itrol—This pest is wmrse in old,

neglected orchards which are not culti-

vated. Thorough cultivation will destroy

many of the insects, as a part of their

life history is spent in the ground. Spray-

ing with Arsenate of Lead, 3 to 4 pounds

to 50 gallons of Vvmter, will control cater-

pillars when they are young. Also, an-

other effective method is to put bands

of tanglefoot or some similar sticky sub- .

stance, or cotton, around the trunk,

which will prevent the wingless females

from getting on the trees.

Bud Moth. These are small, brownish

caterpillars % to Va an inch long, whicli

attack the young terminal leaf buds and

blossoms. Where commercial lime-sul-

phur is used just before the buds open

for San Jose Scale, Arsenate of Lead (2

pounds to 59 gallons) may be added to

control Bud Moth. Spray again with

Arsenate of Lead (2 pounds to 50 gal-

lons) just before blossoms open. See

general spray directions for spraying th«
j

apple, page 42.
^

Apple Maggot (Railroad Worm).
Small white maggot about % inch long,

which makers brownish tunnels through-

out the fruit, causing apple to fall to the

ground. Summer and early fall apples

are especially attacked by this insect.

Control—Pick up and destroy all
,

windfall apples every three or four days. .

Plowing and cultivating will lessen the «

injury from this insect. Hogs in the.^;

orchard, if the trees are not too small to

be injured, will destroy the affected,,

fruit. Where the trees are carefully
f

sprayed twice with Arsenate of Lead
j

for control of the Codling Moth, the |

poison will help destroy the Apple Mag-
,

got. In well cared for and carefully
j

sprayed orchards, this insect does very

little damage.
^

Tent Caterpillars. Large, hairy cater- 1

pillars, when full grown almost 2 inches ti

long, dark in color, with a white stripe ii

down its back. It weaves silken tents or !
|

webs on the branchves or on crotches of ;

the trees during spring and summer. On
the twigs, egg masses are laid, which

^

are about % inch long, forming a gray- ;

ish-brown knot-like band. '
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Control—Egg masses should be col-

lected and burned in the winter, also

burn the nests or webs in the trees dur-

ing the summer. The spraying of foli-

age with Arsenate of Lead as described

under Codling Moth will control tent

caterpillars.

Other Leaf-Eating Insects. Such as

Bag Worm Leaf Grumpier, Cigar Case

Bearer, etc., can usually be controlled by

the general spraying treatment advised

for apple orchards. See page 42.

Apple Tree Borers. There are two

species—the round head and flat head

borer. Trees affected with borers are

found to have small round or oblong

holes in the bark from which sawdust

often sifts out. Also discoloration of the

bark is an indication of the presence of

the borer. The round head borer is yel-

lowish-white with a dark head. It is

cylindrical in shape and about % to 1

unch long. Bores into the bark, making

lumall round holes, and remains in tree

iilmost three years. The injury is most

i>evere in neglected orchards. The adult

s a white-striped beetle about % inch

•ong.

The flat head borer is usually found

,

Tom. base- of trunk up to the limbs, pre-

’erring trees which have been weakened

! )r diseased. Small, light yellow in color,

il out 1 inch long, with a broad, flat

j

lead. This borer remains in tree only

ibout one year, making burrows just

inder the bark which cause discolora-

ion.

I Control—The main method of fight-

ng the apple tree borers is to cut out

vith a sharp knife, or to use a pliable

v^ire to shove down the burrow, thus

ailing them. All trees should be gone

iver at least twice a year and worms cut

imt—once in the spring before May, and

gain in the fall. If the burrows are

not straight enough for the wire to be

pushed in, cut part of the bark away
with a knife.

Various methods for preventing the

entrance of the borer have been used

with fair amount of success. Wrapping
the trunks with wire netting, wood ven-

eer, heavy paper, etc., (for method of

applying see under Rabbit Injury, page

62) will prevent the female from laying

the eggs in the bark. Wrappers should

be applied in the spring before May, and

any wrappers which keep out the sun

should be removed the latter part of

the summer, about August 1st. This

period covers the egg-laying stage of the

adult insect. If allowed to remain on too

long, the bark will become tender and
subject to insect and disease injury. Also,

mounding up of the earth at base of the

trees will force the borer to lay its eggs

higher on the trunk, thus making it

easier to cut them out. Various repel-

lent washes, such as a mixture of Whale
Oil Soap and crude Carbolic Acid have

been used, which prevent the lajdng of

the egg. Before wrapping trees to prevent

the entrance of borers, wash the trunk

with 10% Kerosene Emulsion. If Aphis

gets under the wrapper, spray with

Kerosene Emulsion.

Flat-head Apple Tree Borer.

Cut out the borers every year, also note nre-
ventative measures under Apple Borers.
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The method recommended by Cornell and

other Eastern authorities to prevent borers

in apple and pear trees (not peach) is to

apply Pure White Lead mixed with Raw Lin-

seed Oil, cleaning away soil four to six inches

below the surface, and after thoroughly dry

applying the paint to about one foot above

the surface. The method recommended for

Central and Western States by Prof.

J. C, Whitten and others is the use of

home boiled Lime Sulphur applied in

the same manner. While this is not an

absolute preventative it keeps out many

borers and has a tendency to prevent the

entrance of canker spores and spores of other

trunk diseases. Lime Sulphur should be al-

lowed to dry thoroughly before dirt is re-

placed around base of trunk. One applica-

tion will be sufficient. This should be applied

in April or early May.

Another effective method is to have clean

cultivation in a. circle two feet in diameter

around base of trunk, and to keep soil

pulverized so there will be no open ring or

crevice around the base caused by the sway-

ing of the tree in the wind. This is often a

gateway where the borer gains admittance

to the trunk of the tree.

A handful of ashes or air slacked lime also

helps, as the borer would be smothered in

crawling through either. Borers seldom at,

tempt to deposit eggs above the surface of the

ground.

Lime Sulphur Wash
The following is a specially prepared

formula for use on trees for the control of

borers.
8 lbs. Lime

8 lbs. Sulphur.

15 Gallons Water

Slake lime, add sulphur, boil one hour,

dilute to 15 gallons. Apply warm.

and Spray Book
Apple Diseases

Apple Scab. Description—One of the
|

most important apple diseases. Attacks
j

fruit, leaves, and blossoms. Practically
|

the same as pear scab. On leaves it I

causes small circular or oval spots, often J|

making leaves fall prematurely. On
|

the young fruit, it causes at first small, i

circular, dark spots which grow and I

form brown or black scabby spots, which i

cause fruit to crack open. If scab is
|

very bad, it may cause dropping of a >|i

large portion of the young fruit. Scab |

is worse during wet, cool seasons.
|

The damage from apple scab is two- I

such a large portion of the leaf surface
|

as to seriously reduce the vitality of the si

tree, so that it cannot properly ripen its '

crop or bear a good crop the following

year.

Control—The best remedy is dilute

commercial lime-sulphur (1 part to 40 !

parts of water with 2 pounds of Arse-

nate of Lead) or use Bordeaux Mixture i

(3-4-50) with Arsenate of Lead. First,
,

spray just before blossom buds begin i

to open (when they show pink) ;
second,

,

spray just after the blossom petals fall, I

beginning when two-thirds of the blos-

soms have fallen ; third, spray two
|

weeks after petals fall. As far as pos-

sible, always spray just before rains—
not after.

Bordeaux Mixture was previously used ‘

exclusively for control of apple scab,

but it causes what is known as Bor-

deaux injury, which appears as brown

spots on leaves and russeting of fruit, i

even cracking the fruit in extreme cases. I

Sometimes Bordeaux injury is more in-
|

jurious to the appearance of fruit than

the scab. Never spray trees with Bor-

deaux Mixture -during wet weather. On
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the other hand the dilute commercial

lime-sulphur causes practically no in-

jury when used in proper proportions

and applied in a fine mist. Hence,

dilute commercial lime-sulphur has prac-

tically displaced Bordeaux as a sum-

mer spray for apple and pear. How-
ever, lime-sulphur will not control Bit-

ter Rot or Blotch. These diseases are

controlled by spraying 8 of 9 weeks

after blossoms fall with Bordeaux Mix-

ture, which can be applied at this time

without danger of injury to the fruit.

Bitter Rot. More common in the South-

ern States than elsewhere. On the fruit

first in small pale brown specks which

later become larger, darker in color and

sunken, the margin remaining light col-

ored. If the fruit remains on the tree,

the fungus spreads all through it and

makes it shrivel up into what is com-

monly known as a “mummy,” which,

lif left on the tree all winter, will carry

’the fungus over until the following

.spring. On the limbs the disease ap-

pears as oblong, irregular, sunken can-

kers, covered with cracked bark.

Control—In winter cut off and burn

cankers and pick off all mummied ap-

ples. To control Bitter Rot, spray eight

weeks after the blossoms fall, using

Bordeaux Mixture (4-5-50T Two weeks

later spray again, using the same solu-

tion. In moist, damp seasons it may be

necessary to spray a third time, two

weeks later—same solution.

Blotch, Fly-Speck, Sooty Blotch and
Fungus. Occur mostly in Southern States

m moist localities.

The Blotch makes irregular dark spots

3n the fruit. On twigs, it causes a can-

cerous growth and on leaves small light

Drown spots.

i Fly-Speck Fungus and Sooty Blotch

cause small black dots on the fruit,

looking like small piles of soot.

Control—Cut out all cankers on leaves

and twigs and paint wounds. Thesf

diseases are controlled by same Bordeaux

Mixture sprays as used for the app\
scab—(See general spray directions for

the apple, page 42). The later Bitter

Rot spray (8 weeks after the blossoms

fall) will also be beneficial in preventing

the spread of Apple Blotch.

Cedar Rust. Description— Yellowish

orange spots on leaves and sometimes

on fruit. Weakens the foliage and often

causes falling of leaves to considerable

extent. The fungus lives during winter

and early spring on red cedar trees and

then spreads to apple foliage.

Control—Cut out nearby cedar trees,

if practicable, also wild apple trees.

Spraying is not entirely successful, but

spraying for apple scab will control it to

a large extent. Is not one of the most

serious apple diseases.

Leaf Spot. Description.—Several dif-

ferent kinds varying from tan to brown
in color.

Control—The general outline for spray-

ing apple, see page 42, will control this

disease.

Canker. Description—There are sev-

eral kinds and they are often confused

with fire-blight, which is altogether a

different type of disease. As a rule,

the Canker is rough and cracked, while

in the case of the fire-blight the dis-

eased portion is smooth. As a rule.

Canker is usually found on old trees in

orchards which have not been sprayed.

The fungus that causes one of the Can-
kers also causes what is known as the

Black Rot of the apple—resulting in

the rotting of the fruit in storage or just

before it is picked.
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Just Right for Codling Moth Spray.

Calyx lobes are extended. Spray must be
applied before blossom ends close.

Control—Cut out and burn all affect-

ed parts in be late winter or early

spring and paint all wounds with pure

white lead mixed with raw linseed oil.

An application of concentrated commer-

cial lime-sulphur, 1 part to 8 parts of

water, or Bordeaux Mixture (10-10-50)

in early spring, before leaf buds swell,

will control the canker. In well sprayed,

well cared for orcliards, there is little

trouble from ^he Canker.

Fire Blight. For detailed description

and control, see under pear, page 44.

This is a bacterial disease and spraying

will riot control it. Diseased portions

must be cut out and burned.

Apple-General Treatment

In the spring, before May 15, inspect

the trees and cut out all borers. For

full details see page 39. Keep all the

fire blight (twig blight) cut out at fre-

quent intervals. See page 44.

and Spray Book
!

I

First Spray. Time. When tree is dor-
|

mant, just before letf buds open hte
j

spring, spray with commercial lime-sul-

phur solution. (1 part to 8 parts of

water, or with home-made concentrat-

ed lime-sulphur solution. See page 57.)

This is for control of San Jose Scale and ’

general clean-up of orchard.

Second Spray. Time. After leaf buds

are open, but just as blossoms are be-

ginning to show pink, use dilute com-
mercial lime-sulphur solution (1 to 40)

or Bordeaux Mixture (4-5-50) ; see page

57. Add 2 or 3 pounds of Arsenate of

Lead paste. Spray before rain, not af-
j

ter. This spray controls Apple Scab, and j

early leaf-eating insects like Canker
|

Worm, Bud Moth, etc. In rainy seasons ^

this spray is especially important.

Third Spray. Time. Just after bios-

.

soms fall, beginning when 2/3 fallen.

The most important application. Con-

trols Codling Moth, Apple Scab, etc.

Use dilute commercial lime-sulphur (1

to 40) or Bordeaux Mixture (3-4-50)

and add 2 to 3 pounds Arsenate of Lead

paste to 50 gallons of the spray solution.

Spray thoroughly with highest pressure
|

available—drive spray mixture down-

ward and well into upturned blossom

ends ' of young apples, so as to poison

the larva (worm) of Codling Moth

when it attempts to enter apple. Use a

a nozzle which will produce a coarse,

driving spray. See illustration above.

Fourth Spray. Time. Tv/o or three

weeks after Third Spray. Dilute com-

mercial lime-sulphur (1 to 40) or Bor-

deaux Mixture (3-4-50) wnth Arsenate

of Lead. 2 to 3 pounds to 50 gallons.

Use a nozzle producing a fine mist for
|

this, and ail other summer applications i

except the one just after 6Zo«soms M

have fallen.
\
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"\Miere Bitter Rot must be controlled,

spray eight or nine weeks after blos-

.-oms fall with Bordeaux Mkture (4-5-

50 strength), also add 2 to '2}/2 pounds

of Arsenate of Lead to 50 gallons of the

solution to control the second brood of

Codling Moth. In a warm, wet season.

Bitter Rot is worse than in a dry season-

An additional spray for Bitter Rot two

or three weeks after the first Bitter Rot

tpray is adsTsable in wet seasons.

vVhenever Aphis or other sucking in-

sects appear when the foliage is on the

trees, spray with 109c Kerosene Emul-

sion or with Tobacco Extracts, see page

55 or with Whale Oil Soap, 1 pound to

5 or 6 gallons of water.

Pear
The same insects attacking apple also

attack the pear, such as San Jose Scale,

Codling Moth, Curculio, Aphis, Bor-

ers, etc. Control is practically the same

as in the case of apple, however, where

dilute commercial lime-sulphur is used

for summer spraying, it is advisable to

use a weaker strength that is, 1 part to

50 parts of water for pear.

Pear Insects

Pear Slug. Description — Attacks

pear, apple, cherry and sometimes plum.

Small, slimy ^blackish worm about Yz

inch long; eats the green out of the

leaves and skeletonizes them.

Control—Easy to control. Spraying

vrith Arsenate of Lead, 2Yo pounds to oO

gallons of water will kill the larvae.

Fine air-slaked lime or almost any fine

dust, if thoroughly dusted over the

trees, will destroy a large percent of the

Slug.

Pear Psylia. Description—Adult is

smaR, winged insect about 1/10 of an

inch long, which lives over winter in

trevices of the bark. They are closely

related to plant lice and are sometimes

called jumping plant lice; lay eggs in

spring and the young appear early in

the season. Young insect is minute,

fiat and yellowish, sucking the juice

from the leaves and fruit. They secrete

a honey dew in which a black mold
grows, gi\dng a sooty appearance which

is good indication of the presence of

Psylia.

Control—Adult insect lives over the

winter in the rough bark of the tree.

The roughened bark should be removed.

The dormant spray with commercial

lime-sulphur, M part to 8 parts of water)

just before the leaves appear will de-

stroy most of the eggs, also miscible oil

sprays, if used when the tree is dormant
will kill many of the hibernating insects.

If the dormant sprays have been neg=

lected, trees should receive an applica=

tion of Whale Oil Soap, 1 pound to t

gallons of water, or Kerosene Emulsion

JO'i'e strength, or Tobacco Extracts. This

application should be made just after

the blossoms fall. If the later applica-

tion is made, it should be made just

after a rain which washes off the honey

dew and allows the spray to hit the young

insects.

Pear Leaf Blister Mite. Description

—A minute mite which causes reddish

blisters on the leaves, later turning

black, often causing the foliage to drop.

Control—An application of com-

mercial lime-sulphur (1 part to 8 parts

of water) which should be applied while

the tree is dormant, will control this in-

sect. This is the same spraying as that

for San Jose Scale

—

just before the leaf

buds open. Where the attack of this in-

isect is serious, it wiR be necessary to

make an additional spraying in the faR

after the leaves drop, using the same

spray as noted above.
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Pear Diseases

Practically the same diseases that at-

tack apple, also attack pear, such as

Scab, Rust, Leaf-Spot, etc. The same

methods that are used against the apple

will apply to the pear.

Fire Blight. Description—Commonly
called Pear Blight, also Blossom Blight,

Twig Blight, Blight Canker, etc. It is

worst on pear, but also attacks apple,

quince, etc. A bacterial disease which

causes dark brown or blackish, smooth

cankers which hold over the disease dur-

ing the winter. In the spring, during

moist weather, whitish, sticky substance

oozes out from the canker. This whit-

ish substance is filled with bacteria. In-

sects feeding upon it carry the bacteria

to the blossoms and young twigs. The
infected blossoms and twigs turn brown

and the leaves cling very tightly to the

twig. These blighted twigs on the trees

are a good symptom of the presence of

this disease. The twig blighting is usu-

ally on old trees and if the disease is

watched carefully and cut out, it need

lot become serious.

Control—Spraying will not control

this disease. Remove all fruiting sjmrs

on trunk or lower part of main branches

because the blight may enter through

the blossom and destroy the entire

branch. Cut out all dead limbs and

cankers with a saw or sharp knife. Be

sure to cut well back to live wood sev-

eral inches below the canker, so that all

of the diseased portion will be removed.

\^^ash the wounds with corrosive subli-

mate, 1 part to 1,000 parts of water.

This strength solution can be made bv

dissolving one tablet of corrosive subli-,

mate (which can be purchased from your

local drug store) in a pint of water.

Keep your solution in a bottle or wood-

and Spray Book
j

en pail—marked “Poison.” Solution can

be applied to the wound with a sponge, ;

Any large wounds should be painted
'

with pure white lead mixed with raw - i

linseed oil. Cornell Experiment Station

authorities recommend the use of gas tar ‘i

for painting the wounds. They report

that it is an excellent preservative and
\

has caused no injury. Cut off all bios-

som and twig blight, also remove water

sprouts which are more susceptible to at-
|

tack. Burn all diseased portions. Most
convenient method is to have a sack to

put your blighted twigs in and have a
'

wooden bucket to hold the disinfectant

;

solution which is not strong enough t© -

burn the hands. -

Most important point is to inspect th§'-i

trees at least once a week during the (

growing season. In case of bad attacks* '

it is best to inspect every two or three

days. Don’t let the blight get started
^

in your orchard.

Pear—General Treatment
Practically the same as general direc-

tions for spraying the apple, given oKi

page 42, except not necessary to make
the last Bitter Rot sprays. For summer
spraying of the pear the lime-sulphur

should be 1 to 50 instead of 1 to 40 a& v

for apple.

In tlie spring and again in fall, cut out

the borers and treat the trees as direct- \

ed on page 39. Pear Blight is one of the

most serious of the pear diseases. Con-
'

stant cutting out of the diseased por-

tions is the only remedy. Cut out and
;

burn all affected parts, and examine the

tree carefully for the blight canker (black »

sunken dead portions in the bark) in the

early spring, as these cankers spread in-
\

fection to the twigs and blossoms of

the pear. For detailed directions, see 4

above, under Pear Blight. |
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Peach
Peach Insects

San Jose Scale. On the 3*oung peach

;wigs and fruit the scale is surrounded

by a pinkish color. For description see

iinder Apple, page 36.

Control—Same as for apple, except

that in case of a bad attack the trees

should be headed in and forced to throw

out new growth the following year.

Burn all the prunings before spraying.

Curculio. For detailed description and

control, see Plum Curculio, page 47.

Peach Aphis. Several species attack

the peach which are similar in a general

way to Aphis described under apple on

page 37. These insects suck the juices

of the plant.

Control—Same as for Apple Aphis,

page 37.

Peach Tree Borer. Description—

A

small, yellowish white worm about 1

inch long; causes gummy or jelly like

substance to ooze from the base of tree.

Control—Dig out the worms with a

sharp knife, using pliable wire to shove

down the burrow, thus killing them.

Dig out the borers not later than June

1st, wrapping the tree, if desired, as un-

der Apple Tree Borer, page 39. This

has been used with success by many
orchardists. Also a thick whitewash, to

he used instead of the wrappers, applied

to the body of the tree will keep out

some of the borers, although it is not as

sure a method. Mound up the earth at

the base of tree to a height of 1 to lYz

feet—this will make the insect lay its

eggs higher on the trunk, hence it wiU

he easier to cut them out. The earth

should be mounded up before June 1st

2nd in early fall should be leveled down.
By constantly watching and cutting out

the borers, they can be kept well under

control. Go over your trees again in the

fall and cut out the borers. Remove all

gum from the wood and paint tvounds

with pure white lead mixed with raw
linseed oil.

E. L. Morris of the University o-f CaU
ifornia (Bulletin 228) advises use of As=

phaltum for the peach tree borer^

Quoted from Bulletin 228:

“Hard Aspbaltum, grade C and D, was ap=
plied early in the spring to partly infested
trees. Asphaltum does not penetrate, crack,
deteriorate or bind the tree, since it yields
to the slightest pressure. Four years of ex-
perimenting have not shown the least in-

jurs*.

“Directions. In the fall throw the soil

away from the trees and dig the borers. 1b
the spring dig the borers again and apply a
thick coat of Asphaltum. ilaterial is ap-
plied warm with a brush, 5 inches below to

5 inches above the ground. A thick, uniform
covering is absolutel:,- necessary for best re-

sults. It is easier to applj- two or more coatt
than to trj* to put on more than will adhere
permanently. First coat will harden quick-
ly and the second can be applied without loss

of time.”

Fruit Tree Bark Beetle. Description

—A small brownish beetle about 1/10

of an inch long which makes small holes

in the bark about the size of a pin-head

Diseased or weak trees are more often

attacked by this insect. If the trees are

kept in a healthy growing condition

there will be little trouble from this bee«

tie.

Peach Borer.

Causes the gummy substance at the base oi
peach trees. Cut out every year.
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Control—Remove all badly infected

Irees and limbs, burning ail the prim-

ings. Several applications of thick Vv^hite-

wash, one in early spring, one in mid-

summer and one in October will be help-

ful to healthy trees and prevent to a

large degree the entrance of the Bark

Beetle.

Peach Diseases

Brown Rot. This disease also attacks

peach, plum and cherry and other stone

fruits. Causes small brown spots on the

fruit which enlarge until they rot the

entire fruit; it then either drops or

shrivels on the tree. Most serious in hot,

wet weather, sometimes affects leaves,

twigs and blossoms. Disease usually en-

ters the fruit through the injuries made
by insects, such as Curculio. Therefore,

spraying with Arsenate of Lead to con-

trol the Curculio is most important.

When the fruit hangs in clusters it is

more subject to Brown Rot, which be-

gins to decay where the fruits touch,

hence peaches should be thinned so that

no two peaches touch—not only to get

longer size, but also to lessen attacks of

the Brown Rot.

^Control—Destroy all rotted peaches,

also remove dried up “mummies” which

remain on the tree. Spray with self-

boiled lime-sulphur (8-8-50) with 2

pounds of Arsenate of Lead to 50 gallons

of the solution. First, spray just as

shucks (calyces) are falling from the •

young fruit. Second, two or three weeks

later, using self-boiled lime-sulphur 8-8-

50 and Arsenate of Lead 2 pounds to 50

gallons of water. These two sprayings

will, probably, be sufficient for early rip-

ening varieties, but later ripening vari-
j

eties should have an application about ;i

one month before fruit ripens, using self-
^

boiled lime-sulphur 8-8-50, omitting Ar- j

senate of Lead. i

Peach Scab. Causes small black spots

or freckles which at times become so

serious a;^ to cause fruit to crack open.

This disease injures the selling quality

of the fruit. Spraying for > the Brown
Rot will control this disease.

Peach Leaf Curl. This disease causes
'

light green, yellowish or reddish wrin-

kled, swollen leaves which drop early;

also attacks young twigs. The prema-

ture dropping of the leaves weakens the ty

vitality of the tree. Spray with com- '

mercial lime-sulphur, 1 part to 15 parts

of water, or Bordeaux Mixture (4-5-50

strength) applied just before the leaf buds

begin to swell in the spring. If a care-

ful, thorough application is made, this

disease can be easily controlled. The

spray for San Jose Scale, in the spring
'

before the leaf buds swell, with com- <

mercial lime-sulphur (1 part to 8 parts

of water) will also control Peach Leaf -

Curl.

Peach, Rosette, LittJe Peach, Etc,

Science knows very little about these
;

diseases which are related. Recognized

by a sickly yellow foliage and clusters *

of weak shoots, also by premature ripen-
|

ing of the fruit and red streaks and spots ri; <

in the flesh of the fruit. i

Control—Dig out and burn ail dis- 1

eased trees as soon as discovered. f

Brown Rot of Peach.

At right, specimen showing- disease starting;
left, rot far advanced; middle, a “mummy.”
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Peach—General Treatment

Dig out the borers in the spring be-

fore June 1st and again in the fall. See

page 45 for details.

Peach trees should never be sprayed

with Bordeaux Mixture or commercial

lime-sulphur when the foliage is on the

trees. Self-boiled lime-sulphur which is

merely a fine mechanical mixture of

lime and sulphur, heated by slaking of

the lime, will not injure the foliage of

the peach. Arsenate of Lead is the only

insecticide which should be used on the

peach. If Arsenate of Lead is used alone,

8 or 4 pounds of good, fresh stone lime

should be slaked and added to every 50

gallons of the spray solution. This will

counteract any burning tendency that

the Arsenate of Lead might have on the

tender peach foliage. One of the trade

solutions on the market, known as

Atomic Sulphur, can be safely used for

this and the following peach spraying for

control of Brown Rot. L’se 3 pounds of

Atomic Sulphur to 50 gallons of water,

adding 2 pounds of Arsenate of Lead.

First Spray. Time. During dormant

season just before the leaf buds swell in

early spring, use commercial lime-sul-

phur, 1 part to 8 parts of water. This

will control San Jose Scale and Peach

Leaf Curl.

Second Spray. Time. When calyces

(shucks) have dropped from the young
fruit, use self-boiled lime-sulphur, 8-8-

50 and-Arsenate of Lead 2 pounds to 50

gallons of water. This controls Brown
Rot, Peach Scab, and Curculio.

Third Spray. Time. Two or three

weeks after second spray, using same
mixture as second spray.

Fourth Spray. Time. One month be-

fore fruit ripens use self-boiled lime-sul-

phur, 8-8-50 strength, for Brown Rot.

Do not add Arsenate of Lead this time.

Plum
Enemies of the Plum are about the

same as those of the Peach, such as Saa
Jose Scale, Brown R.ct, Curculio, AphiSj

etc., and are controlled by same reme-

dies.

Fium Insects
Plum Curculio. Attacks plum, peach*

apple, quince, and pear. Tlie Plum Cur-

culio is a small, grayish-brown beetle,

with characteristic hump on its back.

On the fruit it makes a small, crescent-

shaped cut, under which it lays an egg.

The egg hatches and the larva, which
is the common white worm found in

peaches, plum, etc., feeds on the fruit,

causing it to drop. Becomes about 3/8
of an inch long. Remains in the fruit

about four weeks.

Control—Frequent cultivations in mid-
summer wiU destroy many of the in-

sects. Also keep all rubbish cleaned up
about the orchard as this furnishes hid-

ing places for the insect. Gather all fall-

en fruit and destroy. Practice of jar-

ring the trees is used by many orchard-

ists. Rapping the trunk of tree with a
padded mallet will cause many of the

insects to drop. By means of speciaDy

constructed catchers made ot canvass on
wooden frames, the insects can be caught
when they fall and then destroyed by
hot water or kerosene. The i jarring

should be done in early morning. This

COURTESY UO. *GR. EXP. STA.

Curculio.

At left, adult beetle; middle, pupa; right,
v'orm causing wormy peaches, plums, etc.
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will help to control the Curculio, but the

only sure method of control is spraying.

Firsty spray with Arsenate of Lead (2 to

3 pounds to 50 gallons of water) just

after the blossoms fall. Second, two

weeks later, using sa-me solution. This

is the most important Curculio spray,

and it should coat the fruit. General

directions for spraying of plum (see

below) will control the Curculio. If Ar-

senate of Lead is used alone, use milk of

lime which is made by mixing 3 or 4

pounds of fresh stone lime with a small

amount of water, adding this to each 50

gallons of Arsenate of Lead solution. This

will prevent burning of the foliage.

Plum Diseases

Black Knot. On the limbs appears as

a black, swollen knot, sometimes several

inches in length.

Control—Cut out and burn all affect-

ed parts in the fall. Watch the trees

carefully and whenever this disease ap-

pears see that it is cut out immediately.

In a well cared for and well sprayed

orcliard there will be little trouble from

this disease.

Plum—General Treatment

Whenever Black Knot appears, cut it

out, making the cut at least 4 inches

back of the knot in order to get all the

fungus.

Same directions as for spraying the

peach. See page 47.

Plums (except Japanese type) can

also be sprayed with dilute Bordeaux

Mixture, 2-4-50. The foliage of the

Japanese plums is too tender for Bor-

deaux Mixture, therefore, use self-boiled

iirne-sulphur instead.

Cherry
Cherry Insects

Curculio. For detailed description and
control, see under Plum, page 47.

San Jose Scale. For description and
control, see under Apple, page 36.

Aphis. See under Apple, page 37.

Canker Worm. For'" description and
control, see under Apple, page 38.

Slug. For description and control see

under Pear, page 43.

Cherry Diseases

Brown Rot. For description and con-

trol, see under Peach, page 46.

Leaf Spot or Shot Hole Disease. Red-
dish or brown spots on the foliage, caus-

ing leaves to fall prematurely. Dis-

eased tissue of the leaf turns brown and

often falls out, leaving a ragged, circu-

lar hole.

Control—Dilute commercial lime-sul-

phur (1 part to 40 parts of water).

Spray just after shucks fall from young

fruit. Second, two weeks later, using

same solution, and third, after the fruit

is picked, same solution.

Powdery Mildew. Young shoots and V

leaves covered with white patclies, caus-

ing foliage to roll and drop early.

Co7itrol—Sprayings as outlined in the

general spraying directions for the cher-

ry will control this disease. Also spray-

ing for Leaf Spot will control the Mil-

dew.
'I

Cherry—General Treatment i

First Spray. When the tree is dor- 3*

mant, before the leaf-buds swell, use^^

commercial lime-sulphur, 1 part to 8 ^
parts of water.

Second Spray. As soon as calyx (or ^ ^

shuck) is off young fruit, spray with

commercial lime-sulphur, 1 part to 40 ;

parts of water, or Bordeaux Mixture^
; i
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8-4-50 strength, adding 2 pounds of Ar-

senate of Lead to 50 gallons. The foli-

age of sweet cherry is more tender than

sour cherry, therefore, use self-boiled

lime-sulphur, 8-8-50 (see page 58) on

sweet cherry for this and following

spray.

Third Spray. Two or three weeks

later same material as second spray.

If aphis attack the :(oliage, spray as

described under Aphis, page 37. The
cherry slug skeletonises the leaves. For

control, see Pear Slug, page 43.

Control—Cultivate orchard thorough-

ly. Cut out and burn all cankers. Spray

thoroughly with Bordeaux Mixture (3-

4-50 strength) just after the blossoms

fall. Second spray, same solution two
weeks later.

Rust. For description and control, see

under Apple, page 41.

Blight. The same disease as the pear

blight. See page 44.

Quince—General Treatment

Quince
Quince Insects

Slug. For description and control, see

under Pear.

Bud Moth. See under Apple, page 38.

Curculio. See under Apple, page 38.

Quinces Diseases

Black Rot. This is the same as Black

Rot (Canker) of apple. On t!ie fruit

causes black spots to appear and a dry

rotting of the flesh of the fruit, cank-

ers on limbs.

The insects and diseases of the Quince

are very similar to those of the apple

and pear, and the general outline for ap-

ple spraying can be followed for the

quince.

Grape
All vineyards should be thoroughly

cultivated. This will help to control

many insects, and, if tlie vine is kept in

a healthy, vigorous condition, it will be

better able to resist attacks of insects

and diseases.

An Intensively Cultivated Vineyard in the Famous Lake Erie-Chautauqua Grape Belt.

Here at Stark Bros. Grape Nurseries are produced the finest grape vines in the country.

Thorough cultivation is an important factor in controlling grape pests.
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Grape Insects

Grape Root Worm. Small, white

grubs (about 5/8 inch long when fully

matured) which live on the roots from

September until June. The adult is a

small grayish brown beetle (about (4

inch long) which appears on the foliage

about August—earlier in some sections

—and eats peculiar chain-like holes in

the leaves.

Control—Cultivate vineyard thorough-

ly in the early summer, which will kill

many of the insects, also spray with

Arsenate of Lead (3 or 4 pounds to 50

gallons of water, adding 1 gallon of Mo-

lasses). First, spray about latter part

of June Vvdien the beetles are first

noticed. Spraying must be done very

thoroughly so as to coat foliage on up-

per and under side. When Molasses is

added to Arsenate of Lead, it has the

objection of lessening the sticking power

of the Arsenate, but when necessary to

use Arsenate of Lead and Molasses to-

gether it must be applied a couple of

days in advance of a rain. Bordeaux

Mixture will repel the beetle of the root

v/orrn, but, of course, will not kill the

insect.

Grape Vine Flea Beetle. Small blue

beetles about 1/5 inch long, which at-

tack opened Buds in the spring, often

eating entire bud. Eggs laid at the base

of the buds where they hatch out brown
grubs about 14 inch long, which eat out

irregular holes in the leaves.

Control—Spray with Arsenate of

Lead (4 pounds to 50 gallons of water,

adding 1 gallon of Molasses). First, in

early spring, when buds begin to swell.

Second, when grubs appear in May or

June, spray with 2 pounds of Arsenate

of Lead, 50 gallons of water and 1 gal-

lon of Molasses. In well sprayed vine-

yards very little trouble will be experi-

enced from this insect.

Leaf Hopper. Small, active, yellow-

ish insects about Vs inch long, which

suck the juice from the leaves, causing

the leaves to become spotted, finally

turning yellow and dropping to the .

ground.

Control—Clean up all fallen leaves

and rubbish during winter, burn or plow

it under in early spring.. Some growers

have used sticky shields, made with can-

vas stretched ^ver light wood frames,

and sticky substance, such as tanglefoot,

applied to the canvass. This will catch

many of the adult hoppers. Spraying

with Tobacco Extracts (see page 55)

will kill many of the young insects.

Whale Oil Soap (1 pound to 6 gallons

of water) or Kerosene Emulsion 10%
can be used, but the Tobacco Extracts

are most effective. The Tobacco Ex-

tracts can be added to the Bordeaux

Mixture and applied at the same time.

Be sure to spray the under side of the

leaves, thoroughly, as the insects are

found there.

Rose Chafer (Rose Bug). Brown
beetle, about Vz inch in length, with

long, spin)' legs. Attacks the foliage

and blossoms of many different plants.

Control—Spray with Arsenate of Lead

(4 pounds to 50 gallons of water) and 1

gallon of Molasses, hhen insects first

appear. These insects are hard to poison.

When abundant, they can be hand-

picked or jarred into a canvas frame,

then destroyed by kerosene. '

Grape Berry Moth. Is the most com- •

mon cause of wormy grapes. The v/orm,

wdien full grown, is about 3/8 inch long

and dark in color. Feeds in the berry,

often webbing several adjacent berries

together. Worm cuts round holes in the >
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leaf, making a cocoon. Two broods ev-

ery year.

Control—Pick off and destroy wormy
berries about August. Plow under these

in fall or spring. Spraying is the prin-

cipal control. First, spray with Arsen-

ate of Lead (3 pounds to 50 gallons of

svater) before the blossoms open. Sec-

ond, spray after the blooms fall, same

jolution as for first spray, and third,

Spraying, early part of July, same solu-

ion.

Grape Diseases

Black Rot. The most serious disease

)f the grape. Causes reddish brown

ipots on the leaves. On the fruit, it

tarts as black or brown spots, but en-

arging rapidly until the whole berry is

otted. The fruit shrivels and dries up

nto what is commonly known as a

mummy,” which carries the disease

iver the winter and spreads the disease

fhe following spring.

' Control—The disease is worst during

varm, rainy weather, hence in the rainy

easons more spraying will be necessary

han during dry weather. Always spray

ust before a rain—not after. In the

arly spring, remove all mummied fruit

rom the vines afld cultivate the vine-

ard thoroughly, plowing under all

r^eeds, leaves and trash. Spray with

lordeaux Mixture, 3-4-50 strength. First,

pray just the the third leaf is form-

ig on new shoots. Second, just before

loom opens with Bordeaux Mixture, 3-

-50 strength, adding 2 or 3 pounds of

i.rsenate of Lead to control grape ber-

V moth. Third, just after blooms have

illen, using Bordeaux Mixture and Ar-
cnate of Lead, same strength as for the

?cond spray. Fourth, 2 weeks later

—

ordeaux Mixture, 3-4-50 strength and

Lrsenate of Lead, 2 to 3 pounds. Fifth,

ivo weeks later, spray with Bordeaux

i

i

Mixture, 3-4-50 strength, omitting the

Arsenate of Lead. During wet seasons,

other applications at 10-day intervals

may be necessary, but do not use Bor-

deaux Mixture for the later spraying on

account of staining the fruit. Instead,

use Ammoniacal Copper Carbonate. See

page 59.

Downy Mildew. Grayish white mil-

dew, which comes on both fruit and

leaves. Spots on leaves are brownish on

upper surface and covered with a white

down on under surface, sometimes caus-

ing the affected leaf to fall. The fruit

becomes soft and wrinkled, turning

brown.

Control—The method of control is the

same as Black Rot.

Anthracnose. Attacks leaves, fruit

and young shoots. On the fruit is a

dark brown spot with a reddish ring

around it, hence often called Bird’s-Eye

Rot. On the leaves, spots are dark

brown at first, having the darker mar-
gin

;
later, spots become grayish in color.

Control—Same as Black Rot.

Grape—General Treatment
All vineyards should be thoroughly

cultivated. This will help to control

many insects, and if the vine is kept

in . a healthy, vigorous condition it will

be better able to resist attacks of in-

sects and diseases. Early in the spring

remove all mummied fruit from the vine

Black Rot of Grarpe.

The most serious grape disease, causes the
berries to dry up and cling to the stem.
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and clean up all weeds and trash about

the vineyard, either burning or plowing

under. Bordeaux Mixture is the best

grape sprays for controlling diseases. Do
not use lime-sulphur on grape vines.

Ammoniacal Copper Carbonate is used

for the late grape spraying, as it does

not stain the fruit and is effective against

late attacks of the Black Rot. See page

59 for method of making.

First Spray. Time. When third leaf

is forming on the new shoot, use Bor-

deaux Mixture (3-4-50) and 2 or 3

pounds of Arsenate of Lead to 50 gal-

lons of the solution.

Second Spray. Just before blooms

open. Use same mixtures as for first

spray.

Third Spray. Just after blooms have

fallen, same materials as for first spray.

Fourth Spray. Two weeks later,

same materials as first spray.

Fifth Spray. Two weeks after the

4th spray, using Bordeaux Mixture, 3-

4-50 alone. Omit Arsenate of Lead.

In wet seasons later applications may
be necessary, but for the late sprayings

in order not to stain the maturing fruit,

use Ammoniacal Copper Carbonate.

Gooseberry
Currant Worm. For description and

control, see under Currant.

Mildew. A grayish white substance

on the leaves which later becomes a dull

brown. Also affects the fruit. Some of

the English varieties are very suscept-

ible to Mildew, but, as a rule, American

varieties are relatively free from disease.

In planting gooseberry, choose well-

drained land where there is a good cir-

of air.

Coyitrol—Spray with Bordeaux Mix-
ture, 3-4-50 strength, or Potassium Sul-

phide, 1 ounce to 2 gallons of water, as

the leaves begin to unfold. Several ap-

plications should be made at 10-day in-

tervals until fruit is gathered. After

the fruit is half grown, the Potassium .

Sulphide is more desirable than Bor- '

deaux Mixture, as the latter stains the

fruit.

Currant
Currant Worm. There are two spe- I

cies which feed upon the leaves of cur-
|

rant and gooseberry bushes. These i

worms are about % or 1 inch long. i

Control—First spray with Arsenate I

of Lead, 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water, I

just as the fruit is set. This can be ap-
|

plied at the same time as the Bordeaux i

Mixture. There is a second brood which

can be controlled by Arsenate of Lead, i

2 pounds to 50 gallons of water, after

the fruit is picked. White Hellebore i

will also kill the worm and can be dust- :

ed on the plants early as soon as worm
first appears. Hellebore can be pur-

chased from your druggist, but be sure

it is fresh.

Leaf Spot and Anthracnose. Several

different diseases which cause the spot-

ting of the leaves with a result that the I

foliage drops early.
|

Control—Spray v/ith Bordeaux Mix-
1

ture, 3-4-50 strength, which can be ap-
1

plied at the same time the Arsenate of i

Lead is applied to control Currant

Worm.

Raspberry
Anthracnose. Circular or oval spots

at first purplish, later becoming grayish

with purplish border. Disease causes ^

dwarfing of the canes and premature

ripening and drying up of the fruit.
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Control—Spray with Bordeaux Mix-

ture, 3-4-50, when the new canes are 6

to 8 inches high in early spring. Sec-

ond, two weeks later. When disease ap-

pears, cut out and burn diseased parts

after picking.

Red Rust. See under Blackberry.

Cane Borer. - A worm about 1 inch

long, which bores into the cane, causing

it to wilt.
I

Control—yrhen the tips of the cane

are seen to droop, cut them off well be-

low the affected portion and burn all

canes that have been attacked by this

insect. Should be burned as soon as

Doted.

Blackberry
Anthracnose. See under Raspberry.

Orange Rust. Affects the leaves and

y^oung shoots of blackberry and rasp-

berr}'. On the under side of leaves are

oright red or orange colored patches,

which cause leaves to curl and become

utunted.

Control—Cut out and burn all infect-

;d plants as the fungus winters in the

•oots.

Shade Trees
It is impossible to take up in detail

n this small space, the various insects

ind diseases attacking shade trees, but

n a general way the following will aid

"ou in controlling these pests.

Any leaf-eating insect should be

prayed yuth Arsenate of Lead, 2 to 4

rounds to 50 gallons of water. If sprayed

n a plant with tender foliage (related

i o peach or plum), use 2 pounds of Ar-
enate of Lead and add 2 pounds of

I resh stone lime.

' Any sucking insect attacking the foli-

:
ge of the tree, should be sprayed with

Kerosene Emulsion, 10% strength, or,

if spraying is done during dormant sea-

son (while leaves are off the trees), use

commercial lime-sulphur, 1 part to 8

parts of water.

Some caterpillars, such as Canker

Worm, may be kept out of a tree by

banding the trunk with sticky material,

cotton batting, etc. The nests of the

Tent Caterpillar can be destroyed by

burning out with a torch. The egg

masses of many insects are found on

the trees in the winter and these should

be pruned off and burned./

Roses

Powdery Mildew. Grayish white sub-

stance on the foliage and young shoots.

Control—Spray with Potassium Sul-

phide, 1 ounce to 2 gallons of water,

when leaves appear. Several other ap-

plications should be made at 10-day in-

tervals.

Rose Slug. A slimy snail-like insect

that eats the leaves, leaving only the

veined net-work of the leaf.

Control—Dust fresh Hellebore on the

foliage at first appearance of the insect

and at 10-day intervals until they dis-

appear.

Section II.

In the following pages are included

methods of making and applying the

different spray mixtures.

When spray materials are purchased,

be sure that you get them from a reli-

able firm. Our Special Service Depart-

ment will gladly refer you to reliable

companies.
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Insecticides

For Biting or Chewing Insects

Arsenate of Lead. The best poison

for chewing insects. Adheres well to

the leaves and when a good grade is

used and applied in correct amounts, it

does not injure the foliage. It is usu-

ally purchased in the form of stiff, white

paste—containing about 50% water.

Care ,^,)iould be taken that the paste does

not dry out—keep surface of the paste

covered with an inch or two of water.

Arsenate of Lead can also be purchased

in the form of a dry powder, and can

be used with very* satisfactory results;

however, in using the dry powder, as

there is no water contained in it, you

will need just one-half as much pow-

der as paste.

In this book, wherever Arsenate of

Lead is referred to and the amounts

given, we refer to the paste form;

hence, if you use the powder,- you will

need just one-half the amount men-

tioned.

In mixing the lead, measure out the

desired amount, add a small amount of

water and mix thoroughly; then pour

into a barrel or tank and dilute to the

desired strength. On peaches, do not

use Arsenate of Lead stronger than 2

pounds to 50 gallons of water, and if

Arsenate of Lead is not mixed with the

self-boiled lime-sulphur, it is advisable

to add 3 or 4 pounds of fresh stone lime

to 50 gallons of the solution. This will

tend to neutralize the burning tendency

that the Arsenate of Lead might have.

Arsenate of Lead may be safely

mixed with any of the lime-sulphur

mixtures or with Bordeaux Mixture.

Hellebore. Its use is not practical on

a large scale, as it is more expensive

than Arsenate of Lead. However, in

the home garden it may be more con-

venient to use Hellebore for leaf-eating

insects, such as Currant Worm. White]

Hellebore is a yellowish white powder, j.

and can be applied full strength by dust-

ing on the plant or diluted as follows:

1 pound of White Hellebore mixed with

5 pounds of flour or air-slaked lime, ji

Exposure to the air will cause Hellebore

to gradually lose strength. It acts as a

stomach poison to insects, but it is harm-

less to man, in quantities recommend-

ed. This insecticide is used to some ex-

tent in small currant patches to control,

the Currant Worm.

For Sucking Insects

In using these contact insecticides, the

spray must hit the insect in order to kill

it, therefore, it is necessary to apply

them with great thoroughness, both to

the upper and under sides of the leaves.

Whale Oil Soap. 1 pound to 5 or 6

gallons of water, as advised. Cut up

soap and dissolve in hot water, then add 'i

cold water (soft water) until desired

strength is reached.

Kerosene Emulsion.

Hard Soap Vs Pound

Soft Water 1 Gallon

Kerosene Oil 2 Gallons ^

Cut up and dissolve soap in boding
i

water. Remove a safe distance from

fire and while still hot, add kerosene, i

Pum.p liquid back into itself with your

spray pump until it becomes a creamy ;

mass. This is your stock emulsion.

To make a 10% emulsion, add 17 gal-
1

Ions of water to 3 gallons stock emul-

sion.
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To make a 15% emulsion, add lOYg

gallons of water to 3 gallons stock

emulsion.

To make a 20% emulsion, add 7 gal-

lons of water to 3 gallons of stock emul-

sion.

Tobacco Extracts. Can be made at

home as follows: Tobacco Stems or To-

bacco Dust, 1 pound; Water, 2 gallons.

Should be placed in hot water and

brought to a boil. Keep the solution

liot—not quite boiling—for one hour.

The home-made solutions are not as sat-

isfactory as commercial extracts. Two
eery satisfactory brands of the commer-

cial tobacco extracts are the “Black Leaf

Extract” and the “Black Leaf 40,” which

are manufactured by the Kentuckj’ To-

bacco Products Co., of Louisville, Ky.

Cse as directed on the can. The “Black

Leaf 40” is 40% pure nicotine and is

extremely concentrated. It is one of the

very best sprays for controlling Aphis,

Grape Leaf Hopper, etc. Use “Black

Leaf 40” at the rate of 1 gallon to 800

Irallons of water. Dilute the “Black

i^eaf Extract” at the rate of 1 to 60

aarts of water. When using the To-

)acco Solution, an addition of 2 pounds

>f Whale Oil Soap to 50 gallons of the

liluted solution will make it spread and

tick better.

Miscible Oils. There are a number
'f different brands on the markte. These

re used primarily for dormant sprays

0 control the San Jose Scale when the

rees are dormant. They can be read-

y mixed with cold water and applied

3 the trees. “Scalecide” is a widely ad-

ertised mixture and if used properly,

ives good results in controlling the San
ose Scale. If used, see directions for

I
lixing, given by the manufacturer.

Commercial Lime-Sulphur. Is used

at the strength of 1 part to 8 parts of

water on the dormant trees (before the

foliage appears in early spring) to con-

trol San Jose Scale. This same solution,

when diluted 1 part to 40 parts of wateri

is a fungicide to control fungus dis-

eases. For detailed description and

methods of mixing, applying, etc., see

below under Fungicides. A solution

which corresponds exactly and is used

in the same way as the commercial

lime-sulphur can be home-manufac-

tured. See directions under Fungicides,

page 58.

Fungicides
Commercial Lime-Sulphur. This is a

concentrated solution sold by the va-

rious chemical companies (a solution

corresponding to the commercial lime-

sulphur can be made at home; see page

58.) Commercial lime-sulphur is recom-

mended by us when prepared by reli-

able companies. The value of these so-

lutions depends upon their process of

manufacture, which influences their de-

gree of concentration. The more con-

centrated a solution is, the more water

you can add to 1 gallon of the solu-

tion to get the desired strength. The

concentration is determined by an in-

strument called the Beaume Hydrome-

ter. Every grower who is going to use

commercial lime-sulphur should have

one of these instruments. It is simply

a hollow glass tube with a weight in

the bottom and a graduated scale of

degrees marked on the side. The solu-

tion is tested by putting in the Hydro-

meter and reading the degree at the

water level. A very satisfactory Beaume
Hydrometer may be obtained at a cost
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of $1.00 from the Bausch & Lomb Op-

tical C0.5 Rochester, New York, or you

may order one through your local drug-

gist. A solution that will test 33 de-

grees is fairly concentrated, while one

that tests 26 degrees is rather dilute.

Most of the commercial solutions test

30 to 33 degrees; they should not test

lower than 30 degrees.

In the Concentrated Lime-Sulphur

Solutions recommended in this little

book, it is assumed that 32 d.egrees on

the Beaume Scale is the Concentration

of the Solution before Dilution for

Spraying. If your Solution tests less

or 7)iore than 32 degrees, refer to the

Table given below for the Amount of

Water to Add to One Gallon of Your

Solution.

Following table, computed by Mr. P.

J. Parrott, of N. Y. Exp. Sta.

Hydrometer for Testing: T.ime-Sulphur.

Pour concentrated solution into container,
read hydrometer, and refer to following table.

DILUTIONS FOR DORMANT AND SUM31EK SPRAYING WITH IAMB-
SULPHUR SOLUTIONS.

Reading of de-
grees on Beaume

Hydrometer.
Number of

of

Amount of Dilution,
gallons of water to one
Lime-Sulphur Solution.

gallon

For San Jose Scale For Summer Spraying of Apples

34 1 gallon to 8% gallons of water 1 gallon tf ) 43% gallons of water

33 1 ” 8% 1 41% ”

32 1 ” 8 1
” 40

ft 99 99

31 1 ” IVi
>>

1 37% 99 99 99

30 1 ” 714 f*
1 36% 9* 99 99 ^

29 1 ” 6% tf
1 34% 99 m

28 1 ” 6 ‘4 1 32% 99 99 99

27 1 ” 6 1 31 99 99 99

26 1 ” 5% 99
1 291/2

99 99 99

25 1 ” 5
'A

99
1 27% 99 99 99

24 1 ” 5
9 9

1 26 99 99 99

23 1 ” 4V2 1 241/2
99 99 99

22 1
” 4% 1

” 22% 99 99 99

21 1 ” 3% 99
1 21% fP »

20 1 ” 31/3
9 9

1
” 19%
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Home-Made Concentrated Lime-Sul-

phur, This corresponds exactly to the

commercial lime-sulphur solutions, ex-

cept that it will probably be somewhat

less concentrated.

In general, it is advisable for the orch-

ardist to buy his lime-sulphur solution

from some reliable company instead of

attempting to make it himself. How-
ever, if large amounts are required, it

will probably be cheaper to make the

solution on the farm. Only first-class

materials should be used and extreme

care should be taken in the process of

manufacture.

The following formula for making

home-made concentrated lime-sulphur

is taken from Pennsylvania Bulletin 115

by Prof. J. P. Stewart:

50 lbs. Fresh Stone Lime (unslaked).

100 lbs. Sulphur, finely pulverized.

Water to make 50 to 60 gallons of

total product at finish.

The lime should be relatively pure, at

least 90% pure. Several forms of lime

II may be used, but it should be fresh. Do
not use air-slaked lime. Sulphur should

be finely ground—either “the flowers”

or “the flour” of sulphur can be used.

Directions. Put 10 gallons of water

in kettle and start fire. Place lime in

kettle. After slaking is well started, add

the dry sulphur to the lime or mix the

sulphur with water enough to make a

thin paste, which requires about 5 gal-

lons. After slaking and mixing are com-

pleted, add water to make 50 gallons.

Bring to a boil and stir until the sul-

phury scum practically disappears. Ma-
terial should be kept well stirred, espe-

cially during early stages of the process.

The time of boiling should be until the

sulphur granules are evidently dissolved,

generally 40 to 60 minutes. Pour or

strain the clear liquid into a barrel or

other storage vessel that can be com-

pletely filled and corked, or cut off air

contact with a thin layer of paraffine

or any heavy oil. This prevents forma-

tion of crystals.

Utensils for Making Lime-Sulphur

Solution. Can use old iron kettles for

boiling the solution over a fire. How-
ever, if large amounts are being made;,,

it is much more satisfactory to boil by'

steam. If boiling by steam, proceed m
the same manner as when boiling over

a fire until the lime is slaked. Then ap-

ply live steam by running a hose into

the mixture. Good distribution of the

steam is essential. This is accomplished

by admitting it at the bottom of the

cooking vessel through fine holes and a

good sized horizontal T, with enough

pressure to develop vigorous boiling. A
single horse-power of steam is required

for every 50 gallons of the solution to

be boiled. By boiling with steam the

mixture can be boiled in a barrel. In

making lime-sulphur, a measuring stick

is very convenient. This is made by
planing down a good lath and then ac-

curately marking on it the heights

reached in the cooker by 6, 8, 10, 15,

20, etc. gallons of water, making a notch

at each figure. Strainers to keep out

the coarse impurities and sediment

should be used. The mesh of the

strainer should be 30 to 50 to the inch.

Bordeaux Mixture. In the formula

of Bordeaux Mixture, for instance 3-4-

50, the first figure (3) refers to 3

pounds of Copper Sulphate {Blue
Stone)

;
the second figure (4) refers

to 4 pounds of Fresh Stone Lime, and
the third figure (50) refers to 50 gal-

lons of water. The more Copper Sul-

phate used {indicated by first fig^
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wre), the more concentrated is the so-

lution.

Copper Sulphate (blue

stone) 3 pounds

Lime (fresh stone
,

lime, or hydrate

lime) 4 pounds

Water 50 gallons

It is desirable to prepare stock solu-

tions of the lime and copper sulphate.

Copper Sulphate {Blue Stone). Dis-

solve in water, allowing 1 pound cop-

per sulphate to 1 gallon of water (for

instance, in a 50-galion barrel of water,

dissolve 50 pounds of copper sulphate).

To dissolve, suspend the copper sulphate

in a sack near the top of the water.

This will hasten the dissolving because

the solution of copper sulphate is heav-

ier than water and will sink to the bot-

tom, thus bringing fresh water into con-

tact with the copper sulphate.

This is your stock solution—to get

one pound of copper sulphate, take one

gallon of the stock solution.

Lime. Use fresh stone lime or hy-

drated lime. Do not use air-slaked lime.

Slake the lime, applying water slowly at

first, until it crumbles to a powder.

When entirely slaked, add more water.

Make stock solution by having 50

pounds of the lime mixed with 50 gal-

lons of water. Then you will have one

pound of lime to every gallon of water.

Do not allow stock solution to dry up.

For fear the lime is not pure, use 10%
more lime than the formula calls for, so

as to be sure to have enough lime to

neutralize the copper.

Making Bordeaux Mixture. To make
50 gallons of the 3-4-50 strength of Bor-

deaux, take 3 gallons of the stock solu-

tion of copper sulphate and pour into

the spray tank. Add about 33 gallons

of cold water. Then add 4 gallons of

the stock solution of lime, and stir the

mixture. Add enough water to make
50 gallons of the mixture.

Always dilute tfhe copper sulphate

as described, before adding lime.

The Ferro Cyanide Test. To make
sure that you have added enough lime,

you may test your solution as follows;

Dissolve 1 ounce of Yellow Prussiate

of Potash in a pint of water and label

it “Poison.” Add a drop of this solu-

tion to your Bordeaux Mixture, and if

it turns brown you need more lime in

the mixture. If it does not turn brown,

your mixture is all right.

Never use Bordeaux Mixture which

has stood over night—always make it

fresh.

Self Boiling Lime-Sulphur. Can be

used on peach and plum, as it does not

burn the foliage. See general spraying

dfrections for peach, page 47. This is not

a boiled solution, as the name indicates

—it is merely a mechanical mixture

made by slaking the lime and adding

sulphur during the slaking process,

which results in a fine mechanical mix-

ture.

Fresh Stone Lime (Quick-

lime) 8 pounds

Sulphur (flour or flowers

of sulphur) 8 pounds

Water 50 gallons

Put lime in a barrel, add a small

quantity of water to start the slaking.

Then make the sulphur into a paste by

adding a small amount of water. Add
this sulphur paste slowly to the slaking

lime, which should be kept just covered

with water—but not enough water to

stop the slaking. Stir the slaking mix-

ture constantly until the lime is ali
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slaked. (This should take 5 to 15 min-

utes.) Just as quick as lime is all

slaked, add enough cold v/ater to make

50 gallons of the mixture. Strain it

into the spraying tank (using a sieve

of 20 meshes to the inch). While spray-

ing, the mixture should be agitated con-

stantly, as the sediment tends to sink

to the bottom.

Arsenate of Lead (2 pounds to 50 gal-

lons) may be added to mixture and it

will increase the fungicidal value of the

mixture as well as control the curculio

and other chewing insects. This solu-

tion is used especially for the control of

Brown Rot on the peach and plum.

Ammoniacal Copper Carbonate

Copper Carbonate 5 ounces

Ammonia 3 pints

Water 50 gallons

Dilute the ammonia (3 pints) to 20

gallons of water. Make the copperVar-
bonate into a paste, add it to the di-

luted ammonia and stir until dissolved.

This mixture should be used soon after

making as it loses strength on standing.

It is used as a late spray for the

Black Rot of grapes in the place of the

Bordeaux, as the Bordeaux would stain

the maturing fruit. It is also used on
other fruits when nearly ripe.

Combination of Sprays

Commercial Lime Sulphur can be

mixed with Arsenate of Lead (for chew-
ing insects) or with Tobacco Extract

(for sucking insects). If necessary, all

three of above materials can be mixed
and applied at the same time.

A good combination of spray mate-
rial for controlling sucking insects and
leaf-eating insects is as follows ; 5

pounds of Whale Oil Soap (or any good
soap), 1 gallon of Black Leaf Extract,

2y2 pounds Arsenate of Lead and 50

gallons of water. If this solution is to

be kept any time, add 1% pounds of

Lime.

Spraying Machinery
An efficient snrayer that will do the

work thoroughly and in the least time,

is the most desirable. Labor is a bis:

item in the cost of spraying your orch-

ard. Do not try to spray with small

hand sprayers, because it is impossible

to get sufficient pressure to thoroughly

cover the tree with the spray. A bar-

rel spray pump can be used if there are

only a few trees. However, it is diffi-

cult to keep a high pressure in this small

pump. For an orchard of five to ten

acres, a spray tank mounted on a liglit

wagon with a large double-acting hori-

zontal pump, will be more satisfactory

than the barrel sprayer. However, for

orchards of ten acres or more, we ad-

vise the use of a good power sprayer.

In a large orchard, for every twenty to

thirty acres of bearing trees, there should

be one power sprayer. The type of

power sprayer depends largely on local

conditions. If the orchard is hilly and
rough, the spray rig should be light and
built close to the ground. In fact, as a

general proposition, all spray rigs should

be fairly light.

COURTESY NEW-WAY MOTOR CO,

Power Sprayer.

Gasoline sprayers are best for large orchards.

Note tower and leads of hose behind.
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COUF?TESrVA. iGR. EXP. ST*.

Horizontal Hand Pump Sprayer.

An excellent type for small orchards—much more
satisfactory than a barrel pump.

Barrel Pump.
All right for spraying a few
trees—^too small for an orchard.

Essentials of a Good Spray Rig.

Agitation. Be sure that provision is

made for complete agitation of the spray

solution. All spray mixtures, to obtain

best results, should be kept constantly

agitated, especially in the case of self-

boiled lime-sulphur, being a fine me-

chanical mixture, agitation is absolutely

necessary.

Engine. The construction of the en-

gine should be simple. A complex en-

gine generally means engine trouble.

Pressure. It is desirable to have high

pressure, at least 150 pounds in power

sprayers. Orchardists are just begin-

ning to realize the importance of high

pressure for spraying.

Traction Sprayers. In this type the

pressure is maintained by a pump con-

nected with a wheel of the truck and can

be used for crops such as grapes, small

fruits, etc., where the truck is kept con-

stantly moving. In the case of large or-

chard trees, there is not enough constant

motion to keep up the pressure.

Pump: Where spray material, con-

taining copper compounds (such as Bor-

deaux Mixture) is used, it is advisable

to have all parts of the pump coming in

contact with the solution to be of brass.

Use a strong spray hose, not less than

5-ply. Extension rod should be light

—

use a bamboo rod lined with brass, es-

pecially for spraying from tower of

power sprays. In spraying large orch-

ard trees, it will be necessary to have

the spray rig provided with a tower.

There are a number of good spray

rigs on the market. Our Special Serv-

ice Department will refer you to com-

panies whose spray machinery has

proved satisfactory, and will also ad-

vise you as to the best spray rig for

your particular needs.

In conclusion, buy your spray rig from

a dependable concern and be sure that

your rig is adapted to your particular

use.
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Nozzles
One of the most important points

about spraying is to have a good noz-

zle. Some of the essential points of

a good nozzle are as follows: it should

not clog easily
;

should be easily cleansed

;

should be of simple construction and

should not have any projecting parts to

catch on the limbs.

For all sprays, except for the first

Codling Moth spray (just after the blos-

soms have fallen), use one of the disc

type nozzles, which produce a fine mist

spray. See below. For the first Cod-

dling Moth spray, where it is necessary

to have a driving spray in order to

force the poison into the open blossom

end of the young apple, use a nozzle

which will give this result.

The nozzle should be set at a 45 de-

gree angle with the extension rod, thus

making it possible to spray directly over

the topmost branches and under the

lower ones. Some of the nozzles are

made with this 45-degree angle, or an

elbov,', giving the desired angle, can be

used on the end of the rod.

Clusters of nozzles are often used, as

it enables the grower to do the work

more rapidly.

Sun Scald
“Importance of low headed trees cannot be

too strongly emphasized. Hundreds of trees

are dying ir all parts of the West because
of the exposure of the long trunks to the aft-

ernoon sun, either directly or by reflection.

There is less injury from sun scald in the
humid states.

“In addition to forming low heads, it pays
to still further protect the trunks of newly
planted trees from injury by sun scald. Va-
rious devices are used, such as wrapping the
trunks with paper, wood veneer or by shad-
ing trunks on the southwest side by a thin
piece of board set upright in the ground.
Whitewashing the young trunks to serve the
same purpose has come to be extensively

used in some sections. Whatever method is

adopted, it should be emploj'ea soon after
trees are planted and continued in good con-
dition to the second winter or until the shade
of the trees become ample.”

T^Tiitewash, Whitewash is much used in
California to protect trees, both young and
old, from injurs^ by sun-scald.

'

“The California formula is as follows:
Quicklime 30 pounds.
Tallow 4 pounds.
Salt 5 pounds.
Water enough to make mixture flow
well.

“This makes a tenacious whitewash not
easily washed off by rains or removed by
other means.”—Paddock & "Whipple, “Fruit
Growing in Arid Hegions.”

Mice and Rabbits
Mice and rabbits often cause a great

deal of damage by gnawing the bark of

the young trees.

Mice rarely attack the trees unless

there is rubbish, weeds or grass at the

base of the trunk. Therefore, removr

ing the rubbish and weeds will tend to

prevent mice injurj'. Also mound up

the soil to a heighth of 6 inches about

the base of the tree. Protectors, such as

wire netting or heavy wrapping paper,

etc., v/ill also tend to prevent attacks of

mice.

Rabbits are more difficult to control.

By concentrated efforts of one locality,

rabbits may be killed out to a large ex-

tent. There are also a number of pro-

tectors for the trees which are efff^ctive

Xozzles.

1. Produces coarse, driving spray; used for
codling moth spray, just after blossoms fall.

2. Produces fine mist, the best type of noz-
zle for p'A general spray work. Used for all

spray, except the one just after blossoms
fall. Note the angle of the neck.
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against rabbits. Screens, made by using

galvanized wire cloth of i/
4-inch mesh,

make an excellent protection against

both mice and rabbits—24-inch width

is convenient to use. By cutting into

lengths of one foot or more, depending

upon size of trees to be protected, the

sections rolled on a round piece of wood

so as to shape them into cylinders—in

this way their own tension will close

them completely around the tree, or

they can be wired. Dig the dirt away

from, the base of the tree to a depth of

several inches and then place the screen

at the bottom of hole and fill it up with

earth. Ordinary window screen is very

good to prevent rabbit and mice injury,

and also prevents borers from laying

their eggs in the trunk. It should be re-

membered that the egg-laying period of

the borer is included from May 1st till

August 1st, and any screens or wrap-

pers should be on the trees during this

period in order to prevent the adult in-

sect from laying its eggs on the bark.

Protective wrappers and screens to pre-

vent rabbit injury should be applied in

the late fall or early winter, and re-

moved in early spring, just as soon as

the snow is off the ground.

The Spiral Tree Protector is also very

good for preventing rabbit injury. It

is inexpensive and easy to handle.

Wood veneer, paper protectors and build-

ing paper, etc., are also used, but as

they exclude the sunlight from the trunk

of the tree, often it results in making

the bark tender and subject to sun-

scald if the wrappers are allowed to re-

main on during the summer. Any wrap-

pers which exclude the sunlight should

be removed in early spring. They also

offer a place of concealment for insects,

such as woolly aphis. All of the above

protectors, except the spiral wire, also

protect the trees from borers and mice.

Many orchardists have received good

results from painting apple trees with

White Lead mixed with pure raw Lin-

seed Oil. This forms a covering which

helps to prevent injury from apple tree

borers, mice, and rabbits. For full di-

rections of applying, see page 40.

Office of Stark Bros, at Louisiana, Mo.
The largest institution of its kind in the world. In this office is located the headquarters of

Stark Bros. Special Service Department.
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Latest Developments
Since the first edition of Stark Or-

chard & Spray Book was published

there have been a number of new devel-

opments, which we will treat in the fol-

lov/ing pages.

Double-Worked Grimes
For years orchardists have prized

Grimes Golden as the greatest of all yel-

low apples— always commanding top

price on the markets. It bears young

and is adapted to practically every fruit-

growing section of the United States.

However, orchardists also know from

experience that Grimes has one great

weakness— it is very susceptible to col-

lar rot, which attacks the trees when

they have just reached their heaviest

bearing age (from 12 to 15 years old).

' Orchardists and horticultural authorities

' fully realize the seriousness of the situa-

' tion and they will welcome with rejoic-

ing the announcement that Stark Bro’s

i have eliminated the weakness of this

1 magnificent variety.

Stark Bro’s Double-Working Process

The method which gives “double life”

to Grimes Golden was the result of Stark

Bro’s trade-mark process— a carefully

combined and expertly timed method of

grafting and budding.

We start with carefully selected, hardy

French Crab Roots. To each is grafted

a long scion of sturdy Stark Delicious,

which forms the main mass of lusty root

growth and the trunk. Then high up on

this sturdy body is added the Grimes

Golden bud, chosen from our own prop-

agating grounds. Result—“a double

life” Grimes Golden tree. The wood of

the Grimes Golden starts well above the

ground surface. There can be no collar

rot — and the trunk becomes stronger

at the union than any other point. Fur-

thermore, Stark Delicious is resistant to

woolly aphis, and is practically immune
to canker and blight, thus n^aking it an

ideal stock.

Used By Horticultural Authorities

As an illustration of the importance of

this discovery, we are glad to quote S(

high an authority as the Hon. Silas Wil-

son, the famous pomologi t of Iowa and

Idaho, and a practical orchardist owning

750 acres of fruit trees: “I don’t know
how you could produce a more valuable

tree than by double-working Grimes

Golden. Double-worked on such stock

as Stark Delicious, doubles the value of

the tree for orchard planting. It will

have the effect of placing you at the

head of benefactors of the fruit interests

of the United States. Stark Delicious,

Jonathan and Grimes Golden succeed

almost any place between the two

oceans.”

Prof. J. C. Whitten, Dean of Horticul-

ture, University of Missouri and Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, says : “I

am glad you contemplate featuring

double-working of Grimes Golden on

Delicious, for Delicious grows so vigor-

ously as to get virtually on its own root

system regardless of the stock on which

it was grafted.”

This “Double-'Working” process, as

conceived and completed here in Louis-

iana, Mo., injects into Grimes Golden

trees the blood of long life— the stam-

ina of the Stark Delicious tree. It actual-

ly results in a Grimes Golden tree that

will bear more apples, bigger apples, and

better apples. And—because it doubles

the life of the tree, it more than doubles

the profit to the fruit-grower, for it adds

years to the life of Grimes Golden tree

at the heaviest bearing period.
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We propagate all weak growing and

shy rooting varieties by our new method,

thus enabling us to give our customers a

root system and strong tops on varieties

that vnuld otherwise be short-lived and

unsatisfactory.

Demand for
Fine Apples Greater

Than Ever
This love of apples is growing. The desire

for and willingness to pay for finer apples is

increasing faster than fine apples are beiag

grown in this country. This country of

100,000,000 people offers a tremendous mar-

ket for the output of tens of thousands more

orchards planted with the higher grade apple

trees that produce the higher grade, higher-

priced apples. As Editor Collingwood says;

“The great orchards of Europe have been

almost wiped out—it will take twenty-five

years to replace them. I firmly believe that

the American who plants an apple orchard

today has greater opportunities than ever

before” And in further proof of this fact,

the tl. S. Government Reports show that,

whereas the actnal number of fruit trees has

in a decade increased only 1 per cent in

number, the valve of the 'product of these apple

trees has increased 68 per cent.

Order Your Trees Early
Prof. Sears, in his authoritative book “Pro-

ductive Orcharding” makes a statement

concerning ordering of trees that could be

followed with profit by every tree buyer:

“Having decided on varieties and where to

buy the trees, get the order in early. This is

ad\dce often given and seldom taken, but it

is good advice nevertheless. One may be

sure of disappointment all along the line if

he delays too long. Varieties sold out, noth-

ing but three-foot and six-foot sizes, when he

wants a four to five-foot, and so on.”

Prof. Sears is right. We advise placing

orders just as soon as planter makes up his

mind what he will require. There is noth-
!

ing to be gained by waiting and it often

enables the nurseryman to give more time to

individual orders.
i

Bees in the Orchard
The raising of bees in the orchard as a i

side line is advised and the product is

always profitable. The presence of the bees

insures the proper distribution of pollen in '

the orchard. Bee raising and fruit growing

go hand in hand. So we suggest that this

point be not overlooked.

Remove the Tree Labels
When Planting

Your trees come to you with a little

wooden label attached showing the variety.

Be sure and remove these labels after plant-
i

ing because if they are allowed to remain the

wire will finally cut into the tender bark as

the tree grows and may cause the loss of the

tree.

Before removing the labels, it is a good

idea to make a record of your trees so that

you can always tell what varieties your trees

are.

Permanent labels can be made of sheet

zinc cut into strips and the name of the

variety scratched on with a nail. These

strips are looped around a limb.

A Sprayer for the Back
Yard Orchard

Many of our customers ask for infor-

mation regarding the best sprayer to use

when there are only a few trees (five to \

ten) to be sprayed. This is what might
j

be termed a “back-yard orchard.” There i

are not enough trees to justify buying a

big sprayer, or even a barrel sprayer;

therefore, there is a demand for the
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small, inexpensive hand sprayer that will

do the work satisfactorily. The sprayer

which fulfills this requirement is the

one known as the “knapsack” sprayer.

These are manufactured by all spray

machinery companies, and if trees are

not too large, they give very good re-

sults. A long hose can be attached

reaching to the tops of tlie trees. There

is another sprayer known as the “bucket

sprayer” pump v/hich can be used, but

is not good as a knapsack sprayer. We
know of a man who sprayed his “back-

yard orcliard” this Spring with a knap-

sack sprayer and his crop consisted of

just as clean fruit as could possibly be

grown. There is very little labor re-

quired and the cost of spray material

was almost insignificant. As we have

already stated in tliis book, spraying is

a simple, economical operation, and it

pays well.

Co-Operative Marketing
The question of m^arketing is of great

importance to the owner of a few trees

as well as the commercial orchardist.

The largest factor in getting a profit-

able price is to grow good, clean fruit.

Next in importance is tlie necessity of

making an honest, careful grade and

pack. Work up a reputation for your

pack—let the middle of your barrel or

box contain just as good fruit as the top.

Assuming that these first two factors

have been given the proper amount of

attention, the next point is, how to get

the fruit to the consumer.

We hear much these days of co-opera-

tive marketing and there is no doubt

but that this is the best and most profit-

able metliod of marketing fruit. There
are, of course, objections to co-operation,

but tiie only serious drawback is the

human element* Tlie farmer and fruit-

grower is too apt to distrust his neigh-

bor, and it is very evident that co-oper-

ation requires team work.

If the growers of any community will

get together and agree to market their

crop in a central organization, they will

become independent and free from thr

mercy of the commission man.

New Practices
Since the last edition of the Stark Or-

chard and Spray Book, several new pract-

ices are being followed by the leading

orchardists. Note following details:

Spray Gun
Spray Guns have been found very satis-

factory where spraying is done on a large
scale and, where a large orchard is spray-
ed it is much cheaper to use a spray gun
for it does the work as thoroughly and is

much ciuicker.

Sprayers of to 4-horse power do not
possess snfncient reserve to operate two
guns in an entirely satisfactory manner.
They will operate one gun eftectively.

Small capacity machines of 8% horse
power throw a coarse battering spray
from two guns. Fniess you have a very
high pressure on your machine, the spray
must be 'finely ]>roken up and supplied
with sufficient force back of it to place
the material in the top of the tree.
On a 3V2 horse power spray use only one

gun. if you desire the right kind of spray-
ing—keep pressure of at least 250 pounds.

Modified Leader Pruning
yiodified Feader. Modified leader, or semi-

pyramidal type of pruning is being practiced
in many leading orcharas of the country.

The modified leader is essentially a three-
stcry type of pruning three sets of branches,
one above the other, and after the top set
of branches has been produced, the leader
is cut back so that it is an open head tree
at the top. If one-year-old trees are
planted, head back to height of 26 to 30
inches. The first season an almost upright
strong branch will be produced from the top
bud (this is the leader). Below leader a
number of branches will grow and two to
three should be selected, well distributed
along and around the trunk, removing all

other branches. Head back leader and side
branches about one-third growth.

The .second 3'’ear, more side branches will
be produced' along the new leader (this is

the second set of branches), and another
leader grows from the topmost bud. Head
back the new leader and two or three of
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these nevs^ side branches one-third of the
growth, removing all other new side
branches.
The third year another set of branches

are produced from the top leader. This is

the last set of branches and is headed back
like the others. Don’t let another leader
grow as you now' have a straight main
trunk or axis about 6 ft, tall with six to
eight strong scaffold limbs, equally dis-

tributed along the trunk, making strong
and well-formed crotches. Many leading
orchardists claim, that this type of pruning
is superior to the open head type,

Paradichlorobenzine

raratliehlorobenzine. Paradichlorobenz-
ine is a -white crystalline solid which is in-

soluble in Avater. The crystals should be
dry and small so they tvill pass through a
sieve. The gas coming from the crystals
is made heavier than air, and requires a
temperature of 70 degrees Fahrenheit for

six weeks to complete evaporation.

This gas is non-poisonous to man. but
is very deadly to insects tvhen exposed to

them for any length of time. The gas is

very injurious to young trees and experi-
ence up to the present, indicates that it

should not be applied to trees under six

years of age. The cost for trees six years
old or older is about 3 to 4c per tree.

All Vv'eeds, grass, leaves, stones, etc.,

should be removed from the base of the
trunk, klake a smooth, flat_ place 6 to 12
inches around the tree at soil le\'el. Don’t
dig into the surface soil more than neces-
sary. The crystals should be evenly dis-

tri!)uted in a narro-w- circle about 2 inches
from the tree. Do not place the crystals
against the trunk for serious injury may
result. When the material is placed over
3 inches from the tree it does not give sat-

isfactory results.

When the crystals have been applied,
place several shovels (4 to 6) of dirt free

of weeds, grass, sticks, etc., over the ma-
terial and compact them Avith a shovel.

Be careful not to disturb the position of

the paradichlorobenzine. Use 3-4 to 1

ounce per tree. The crystals should be
removed 3 or 4 Aveeks after the treatment
is made, provided the soil temperature has
approximated 60 degrees Fahrenheit and
the soil has not been exceedingly AA'et,

Fire Blight
For details and description of fire

blight, which attacks apple, pear and

quince, see page 44.

Some seasons, particularly when there

is excessive moisture, fire blight does

considerable damage. However, if the

right methods are followed, it can be

easily controlled. It is merely a question

of keeping the blighted twigs and can-

and Spray Book
kers cut out of your trees. Remove the

twigs and branches showing infection,

and burn them*

In apple orchards during the blooming

season there are often serious attacks of

the blight, causing the blossom spurs

and young fruit to turn dark brown,

thus destroying a certain portion of the

crop. Sometimes a tree is so badly af-

fected that it is impossible, on account

of other work, for the orchardist to re-

move all the blighted twigs. Under
these conditions, the blighted twigs and

cankers can be cut out in the winter

when the trees are receiving their regu-

lar annual pruning. Be sure to burn ail

the prunin^s.

The above method is one of the prac-

tical solutions of the control of blight in

large commercial orchards. However, it

should be borne in mind that not only

the blighted twigs should be cut out,

but also the dark brown and black can-

kers which appear on the body of the

tree. After cutting out the cankered

portions it should be disinfected as de-

scribed on page 44. '^he large wounds
caused by cutting out the cankers or by

pruning should be painted with white

lead mixed with raw linseed oil.

We cannot too strongly emphasize the

necessity of co-operation in every com-

munity to control blight; in fa,ct, all in-

jurious diseases and insects. Your

neighbors should cut out blight from

their trees; then there would not be so

much danger of your trees being in-

fected. Don’t forget to remove all the

cankers from the body of the tree.

From various parts of the country re-

ports are received that some varieties are

practically free from blight. For in-

stance: Stark Delicious, Stayman Wine-

saw Stark King David, are practically

free from the blight, while the old Ben

Davis is seriously affected.
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Conclusion
In the foregoing pages, we have endeavored to give prac-

tical and up-to-date knowledge on important fruit-growing

subjects.

We have quoted freely many of the leading horticultural

authorities. Also much valuable data and information has

been furnished by that great army, the Stark orchardists, men

who have been taught by that greatest of all teachers—

practical experience. We have endeavor^ to give all nec-

essary information and we hope this book \\ull be of t e

source of increased orchard profits to you and the means of

bettering orchard conditions throughout America. If,

however, you desire any special information not thoroughly

explained in this book, write without hesitation to our

Special Service Department.

Our orchard experts stand ready to advise and assist you. T^is

Serv^ice is furnished absolutely free and without obligation^

STARK BROS. NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO.
Special Service Department

Louisiana, Missouri

All conespoad*a«e must be addressed to Stark Br^. Loaisfcuuu aot *0 oos

noiseries or tndtvi loals.
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